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RELEASE: 2:30 p.m. SATURDAY 
May 1, 1971 

EXCERPTS OF REMARKS BY GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 
Ameri.:.!an Association of University Women 

State Co;lvention 
Fresno, May 1, 1971 

I realize there are many· vital issues that interest this 

distinguished audience .... higher education ••• campus unrest .... tuition ...... 

school financing ••• environmental protec~ion programs. But there is one 

situation facing California which cannot be ignored. 

California and the res't of the na·i:ion must onca and for all face up 

to the need for welfare reform. 

To fully grasp the urgen~y of the situation, you have to realize 

just how fast welfare has grown and what it is costing our state and 

nation---not only in dollars, but in values that a~e worth far more to 

our society than the money we spend on welfare. 

Only ten years ago, the welfare caseload in California was 620,000 

people. Today that is the annual rate of increase in the caseload,. 

One out of every nine citizans---about 2~ million people---are on 

welfare or Medi-Cal or both---at a cost of 3~ billion dollars a year. 

Unless we do something to reverse this staggering growth, it will 

be l out of 7 by the middle of nex·::. year. 

This crisis is not confined to California& 'j;he rising numbers of 

people on welfare and the stagge~ing cost of public assistance is 

literally pushing state and local gove:?:"nments to the edge of l");;::ikruptcy ••• 

in New York ...... in Pennsylvania ••• in California ..... in virtually every state .. 

It has become an intolerable financial burden because it is forcing 

3tate and local governments to delay or underfund other essential programr 

in order to pay for an ever ir.creasing welfare caseload. 

The~~ is a growing public revolt against welfare all across the 

country. This is not beca-.:tse our people have no concer~1 for the poor. 

Ne people in all history have g:tven more of their resot~.:.'.'·:.:·;.;>S to help those 

in need ••• no people have taxed themselves more to meet man's moral 

obligation to assist the disadvantaged and those temporarily in distress_ 

The humanitarian instincts that prompted our system of public 
assistance are still deeply felt by ou::::- people.. But they have watched 

• I 

welfare change over the years--~~into something no t?ne ever intended when 

we started formal public programs to assist t;1~· "?OOr. 

- l -
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lost faith in the welfare system as it has 
Our people have simply 

d d They see it for what it is now---
evolved over the past three eca es., 

a hodge-podge of confusing and sometimes conflicting laws and _... 

regulations ••• a system bogged down in red tape and corrupted by legal 

looph°'s that have allowed some who have well-paying jobs to qualif:., 

for and receive the welfare benefits that are meant for the poor. 

Almost every day, some new and shocking example of welfare abuse 

comes to light. Yet, every time someone proposes a realistic and 

eff·:::ctive reform to eliminate welfare fraud and legal loopholes, the cry 

Let us examine goes up that reform is an attempt to deprive the poor. 

tha-t)charge. 

Does anyone really believe it is fair for families earning $1# · 

or more per month to be on welfare? The present rules have permitted 
/ 

some isolated examples of this type of abuse. 

Is it right for a family earning $7,200 a y~ar---a figure well 

above any poverty line yet suggested~--to receive the sa~s amount of 

welfare assistance as a family of the same size which has no outside 

income? The present system of feder«iilly mandated income exereptions and 
1 

legal loopholes not only allows this type of inequity, it actually 

encourages it~ And examples of this are not so isolated. 

Should working citizens be forced to pay hig!lar a11d higher taxes 

to finance free unlimited medical benefits for those on welfare---

banef its that are two to three times greater than the basic health 

protection most citizens can afford for their own famili~s? 

Is there something wrong with trying to adopt reasonable regulations 

that will'eliminate costly ove:::~utilization of medical benefits---through 

limitations that still leave welfare families with a far broader health 

program than many working citizens have for themselves? 

Should the state simply 9ive up efforts to tighten laws designed to 

collect child support from the more than 230,000 fathers who have 

abandoned ,their :responsibility to help support their children? 

In the last fisca,l year (1969-70) counties collected from only 15 

percent of absent parents of children on Aid to F?.milies with Dependent 

C'hildren---an average of about $75 per month from each absent parent. 

Our welfare reform includes tougher laws and financial incentives 

to the counties to enabl~ them to gre:;\~l~7 .i.n(""raasP. their collection in 

child support cases. 
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If we could raise the ratio from 15 percent to just 50 percent, 

collecting the same average $75 per month it would mean well over $100 

million toward the support of th0se children now borne by the taxpaying 

citizens .. 

Other types of abuse arepossibie under the current w:.:;lfare system .. 

I am sure many of you have a(:!tually seen examples yoursr.;..!.ves, or perhaps 

your sons and daughters have observed them. 

/. / / The Food Stamp program, for e)rnmple, was designed to stretch the 

food purchasing power of our neediest citizens. !t was not intended to 

help finance experiments in group living or as a subsidy for able-bodied 

persons wh-=> are fully capable of work but who have---for t:hei:i: own 

reasons---chosen to drop out cf society. 

A man has a constitutional right to the pursuit of happiness---and 

that can include dropping out of our system. But he cannot ask the rest 

of us to underwrite his pursuit without violating our constitutional 

rights. 

Many young people today express impatience with society and contempt 

for what they regard as its misplaced priorities. But how can anyone 

respect a society that continues to allow the educated and able-bodied 
/ 

to take advantage of welfare loopholes and, in effect, to steal bread 

intended for the poor? 

""""" Stealing is perhaps too soft a word to describe the legal abuses 

that have occurred in the Food Stamp program. But it certainly is 

accurate because when someone who really does not need help c.laims a 

welfare benefit, it means that much less for those who must depend upon 

welfare for their very existence. 

It is because of these types of abuses ••• legal and illegal.o.it is 

because of welfare's chaotic red tape .... conflicting regulations and 

misplacee ~riorities ••• that public assistance has become a costly and 

4:.ragic failure. 

It is failing its very reason for existence. Becci.r.~:,a we have to 

stretch the available funds to include some who should not be on welfare 

at all, our public assistance program is unable to provide sufficie~-.:·:J.y 

for those who really need htJ/,.p the most. These are the truly needy# •• 

the blind, the elderly, the disabled and those children from families witl 

little or no outside income and no employed breacwinner. 

Every dollar wasted through administrative duplication ... .,welfare 

fraud or legal abuse.~.means that much less is available to provide for 

the basic needs of the truly needy. 
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One of the chief purposes of the 70-point welfare reform program 

we have submitted is to lift the level of support that the state provide 

for those who need help the most and to restore a degree of dignity to 

the lives of those who must rely upon public assistance. 

Time prevents me from detailing the entire program, but I would 

like to briefly acquaint you with the main goa!S. 

First of all, we want to provide automated monthly pensions for .1e 

elderly, the blind and disabl~d. The 600,000 persons in this category 

should not be consigned forever to the welfare structure. They should 

not be regardad as simply another entry in a social caseworker•s notebooJ 

Bt:.'!cause of the permanence of their dependency, they are in fact pensione1 

We want to provide their monthly checks through a pension program 

similar to Social Security. Everyone in these categories would receive 

the check they now get, plus regular cost-of-living increases. And by 

eliminating the costly social worker administrative structure as it 

affects these groups, we \'10Uld hope to realize sufficient funds to 

increase those monthly checks in time. 

California already provides the nation's most generous overall 

level of public assistance~ We rank first or second a~ong the states 

in three of the four major categories of aid---grants to the blind, aged 

and disabled and our monthly payments are $38 to $55 p3r month higher 

than the national average$ We lead 35 other s~ates in average monthly 

payments in the AFDC category with grants $5 per p'erson higher than the 

national monthly average. 

With the reform program we have proposed, we will be able to increas 1 

the monthly grants to those 01! ~;:: ... DC who have no other outside income or 

very little.. A random sampling in Los Angeles shcw':'.:d that our welfare 

reform weuld allow us to provide increases ranging from 19 to 43 percent 

per month in AFDC benefits, depending on the size of the family. 

This can be accomplished by imposing---among other reforms---a 

r~alistic limit on the amount of outside income a family may have and 

still qualify for welfare benefits.. And frankly I thinJi:: our proposal 

in this regard are quite generous. Our ceiling would not eliminate 

~upplemental welfare aid to those whose incomes fell below the ceiling .. 
For a family of four in San Francisco, for example, welfare 

assistance would taper off to an end when the family income reached about 
$6 1 084 a year. (This figure should give you som~ idea of how high 
earnings can be now withthe individual still retaining welfare 
eligibility). If the family's income is less than that amount, it would 
still be eligible for supplemental assistance, including medical 
benefits, Food Stamps and free school lunches. 

- 4 -
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Such a ceiling is.essential if we are to divide the available 

welfare funds among those who need help most. 

The AFDC program is the largest, most emotional and most expensive 
,/ 

category of welfare. About 1 million, 650 thousand persons receive 

benefits on AFDC. rt is this category that is most prr:'.=11'.~ ".:o abuse and 

it is in this category that we propose a fundamental cr.an']e of direction. 

We do not dispute society•s obligation to provide for needy children 

But we insist we also have an obligation to restore dignity and 

direction to the lives of those on welfar~. 

We now have third and even fourth gen.erations of families on AE'DC 

and the program is growing eve:::y year.. There are those who Gu.ggest that 

most of this growth is becaus~ of the national economic slump and a 

higher than normal rate of unemployment. The facts show other...,ise. 

The number of people on AFDC grew by 25 percent in 1968-69---a time 

when California had the lowest rate of unernployment_it had known in 

15 years. 

The problem with the AFDC program is far more basic. It simply has 

no goal. It started ou~ to be a tamporary helping hand, it has become 

a way of life. 

We have created a segment of society which looks upon pov~rty as a 

perfectly acceptabl~ career. I do not share that view and I do not 

believe most Californians accep~ it either. 

Nothing could be mo~e destructive to our society than to Eubsidize 

a peI"manent and growing poverty population that must be indef::.:."..itely 

supported at public exptmse .. 

Is there any dignity ~.n being dependent? Can self-esteem and self-

respe~t grow i~ such an atmosphere of humiliating defeatism? Is it 

humane or genero,us to consign generation after generation to the demeanins 

indignit~! cf the dole? 

\•le co not accept that degrading prospect. And. so w1;i ·have proposed 
J 

a drastic change of direction for welfare. We want to :;:f:-.;in. measuring 

welfare=s progress---nct by how many new people are added to the rolls 

each year--;-but by how many we restore to economic self-sufficiency .. 

We propose to restore the di.gnity and discipline of work to the 

lives of those able-bcdieo AFD,: ::idul t!'." "t•!ho m:n,,, ?.re regarded as simply 

another "welfare caseo 11 

- 5 -
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Employment in a job sufficient to pay one's way should become the 

goal of the welfar~ system.. The able-bodied adult must be regarded as 

temporarily unemployed---not as a permanent dependent. 

Under our propcsal, these adults would have to be either seeking 

employment, training for a job or participating in the Public Assistance 

Work Force to continue: receiving welfare,. 

The main goal of this work-oriented program would be employment in 

a private or regular public se~tor job---ultimately at wages sufficient 

to support the entire family. 

If a person is not direc·ced into the active job-market or into a 

tr.:aining prog~am, he would be expected to help with the public assistanc,, 

work force. 

We have heard protests that this kind of rule is cruel or inhumane:: , 

that it is demeaning ~o require work for welfare. 

It is none of those things. Society expects you and your families 

to 'lt.'Ork to support not only yourselves 1 but the government and all those 

who are dependent upon government. 

There are many things that the able-bodied adult could d{> to make a 

constructive contribution to the s0ciety that supports them. 111hey cc .d 

help· patrol urban school grounds to g'Uard against vandalism or protect 

children from violence .... they could take part in environmental r~cycling 

projects ••• maintain park and l;'ecreational fac:l.:.ities. Women could 

p~ovide child care so that other mothers could be freed to either train 

for a job or \vork. 

If it is not demeaning fc:c volunteer crews of students---many of 

them possibly your sons and G•.i·.!·]:1ters---to pick up litter alo:-!g the 

roadway, why is it demeaning to ask the able-bod:~·+~ on welfare to make 

a similar contribution to improve the environment? 

While this ·wor(" proiram is initially aimed at able~bodied male 

re,cipients, it also would. offer women on AFDC an opportunity to become 

usefully employed and to escape the dreary cycle of dependency that 

welfare has become. 

The u.s~ Labor Department says almost half of the married women in 

America today who have children under 17 are now working to help support 

their families and very probably to help pay the taxes their family owes 

to government. Is it unfair to give AFDC mothers ~he same opportunity to 
earn economic independence---when adequate child care is assured? Are we 
asking something unusual, out of the ordinary of them? Thirty seven 
percent of all the married womDn who work are mothers of childron under 
5 years of age. 
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Almost 30 percent of .the women on AFDC and more than one fourth of 

the male recipients have the equivalent of a high school education or 

better. 

Many taxpayers who help pay for welfare have lens than a 12th grade 

education. Still they worked their way into economic ~-n•J~,?cndence .. 

Society owes every citizen an equal opportunity tc r:.cike maximum use 

of his talents.v.to travel as far as his own energy and skill can take 

him. Society has a moral obligation to help those who through no fault 

of their own are unable to provide for themselves. But society is not 

obligated to indefin~tely sub3idize those who simply refuse to try. 

We he.,_r pious declarations that we are attacking the rei:P:.lt, not the 

cause.. Well, when our cit.ize:;:-:i a~e working 4 months out of the year 

j'Ust to pay the· cost of government and that is insufficient to finance 

necessary government services because of one runaway program---welfare, 

t14en welfare must be restructu;ced so that we can go forward with 

positive programs .... increased financial aid t.o education .... better 

technical training •• emore modern health facilities ••• positive programs 

that are essential if we are to eliminate er even reouce the root causes 

of human m~se~J. 

Every person here knows the value of higher education to our society, 

not only in dollars, but the intangible strengths that an educated 

people provide in a free nation. 

· Our state budget fo~ higher education is $676 million this year, 

the highest amount in the state• s history. But welfare and v..:-·;c.1i-Cal 

cci~1sume almost twice as much. 

We are investing $337 million in the University of California 

sy;:;5·.t:,-,1---40 perce!\lt more for 26 percent more students than we had four 

y~::.::. :::-;:: ago. But the cost of the AFDC program increased by 42 percent 

and J..:he f'n~:=>llment in this program went U,? 39 percent in just one year. 

We are providing $20 m:l.llion a year for student scholarships and 

loans. $20 million will not pay for one week of welfare., 

We have been told that higher education needs more state financial 

assistance--~millions of dollars more. Can we ask the working men and 

women for even more of their earnings when we know we have not done nll 

that is possible to get the most and the best u::;e out o'f thA 'llcney they 

are already providing? 

- 7 -
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Unless we briri~ welfare•s excessive cost s~~ral under control ••• 

higher education will not get those millions ••• thare will be less and 

less money for education and training---the positive cures for poverty---

and the state will go on paying more and more to finance an unworkable, 

discredited system that fails the helpless victims it is supposed to 

rescue. 
' 

We need your help. Specifically your letters and those of your 

friends directed to your own legislators---your 0\'111 assemblyman and 

state senator. !t does not do much good to write to those who do not 

represent your particular district---they need to hear from their own 

constituents .. 

We do not expect to convert any of those self-appointed leaders of 

the "professional poor .. " Their power depends upon a continuation of the. 

human misery and the dependency that the present welfare system has 

produced. They will never agree to any change that really cures poverty. 

Tba poor have become their clientele and they are not about to reduce 

their number. 

No, we hope to convince reasonable man and women from all walks of 

life that we cannot go on as we have been g?ing---that we· ca.nnot afford 

the cost in dollars. But even more ~e cannot afford what welfare is 
! 

costing us in the destruction of the spiritual and moral values that 

created our society ••• the ideals of individual and family responsibility. 

We must offer the poor the same opportunity this nation has always 

offered the down-trodden---an equal chance to earn---through their own 

efforts---a respected place in society and the material rewards that go 

with economic independence. 

That is the ethic upon which America created ':~·::i freest and most 

prosperous society ever known to man. It is the vision and the drear,; 

that built California. 

Welfare was born of the compassion of our p.eople---the most humane, 

open handed society the world has ever known. It has become a monster 

destroying that which it. was intended to help---our most precious 

resource---our people. 

We must turn away from the philosophy that some men must be condemned 
to exist forever off the confiscated earnings of others. 

We must reaffirm our faith in the values of work, self-reliance and 
individual dignity. Without those values, freedom and dignity cannot 
survive,, 

With them, our state and our nation can reach new heights of 
greatness. 

This choice is ours to make. I believe we must make it now • 

.l.L ..tL .J...L _u _tt 
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Solving problems is the business of government and one of the 

greatest problems you are faced with today is how to finance the 

increasing cost of essential services within the revenues available to you. 
\ 

This is not a C?lifornia problem alone. Virtually every city, 

county and state government in America is facing a fiscal crisis. The 

nation's largest city, New York
1
talks of a budget exceeding $9 billion--

greater than any state budget and second only to the federal government--

and still it talks of having to lay off 90,000 employees who have been 

added to the payrolls in recent years. 

The state of New York is faced with firing more than 8,000 employees, 

eliminating needed rehabilitation programs, cutting back en higher 

education and many other essential services. 

California too faces a time of stringency and cash flow p~oblems, 

but the past four years of cut, squeaze and trim finds us able to meet 

the present crisis wh:hout dras"!:ic steps. We have fewer employees for 

example than we had four years ago and other effo!."ts at economy are now 

paying off.. Still we have a critical period cf decision-mak:l:ng because 

we simply do not have sufficient revenue to finance all the spending 

requests that come before us. 

Inflation, and the econc:~,ic slump that has renulted from the 

beginning transition to a pea:-:;;~ -;.:.ime econo;:ny,. has reduced state revenues .. 

The constant pu$h for expa:idad services also tak~s .. ;i toll. 

We have to critically examine each new spending request. And we 

must constantly be alert for ways to reduce even further the cost of 

existing programs, especially those which are consuming a disproportionate 

share of the revenue <Jvailable to government. 

Before I elaborate on these efforts and how it affec~s the cities of 

California, I would like to briefly discuss some other matters I know a.re 

uf ~eep co~cern to you. 

We appreciat,e the opportunity of working with the League of Cal.i. forn :: .. 

Cities.. The relationship between my office and your rep.resentati.ve.s ls a 

close one and we are always happy to hear any suggestions on how we can 

improve communications between Sacramer..to ?.nd the level of government 

which is closest to the ?eople ••• the cities. 
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We share many common problems, ranging from finances to employer-

employee relationships. And we welcome your views on. ways of defining 

our different responsibilities to meet the needs of the people at the 

different levels of government .. 

May I interject a personal vi~w here on one problem which is 

becoming more widespread and is of great concern to you I know.. This is 

the matter of strikes by public employees. I was an officer of my union 

for 25 years and for much of that time played a leading role in contract 

negotiations with management. I believe the strike is a legitimate tool 

in bargaining between a free trade union's membership and a private 

industry. In fact I led our union as president in the first strike we 

ever had. 

But I strongly believe the right to strike is something public 

employees must forego. Government, at any level, is not like a private 

business. Government cannot close down. A strike is the use of 

e;ccessive power to win a point---a test of whether the wo;:Jter can afford 

to withheld his services longer than the employer can shut dowri his 

business .. Inherent in this contest is the knowledge that if at any ti 
i 

the public good is endangered, governkent---the elected representatives 

of the people-will protect the people's interest .. But government cannot 

refuse to provide the services and protections p=escrib9d by the 

constitution and charters of the nation, the s~~tes and the cities. It 

must continue round the clock giving essential services certain basic 

protections to the people. 

Government has no choice but to continue operations any way that it 

can. Now because of this, go\:e.i:nr.i.ent as an ernploye!'r has a responsibility 

t.J provide machinery for settling grievances---wh8-::.h~r over salary levels 

o~ working conditions-to insure the greatest possible fairness in its 

r<.>~-ptions with its employe2s. Having done .this to the best of its ability 

tlc:' :!:inal decisions on hew far government can go to meet employee needs 

ar:d requests must be made by elected officials. 

For many years, the state has returned 1to cities and local 

governments part of the revenue it collects from the sales 1 cigarette and 

highway user taxes. This amounts to more than $500 million this year, and 

represents an important part of municipal revenues. 

Now as a possible answer to some of our shared financial,problems the 

federal government or at least the administration in Washington has 

proposed federal revenue sharin~. At the state level, we have supported 
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Obviously, the ideal would be if the federal government returned 

the tax resources to stqte and local government and let us raise the 

money ourselves. But this would be the millenium. Next best might be 

tax credits---returning a portion 01: percent2.ge of the federul income 

tax to us. 

One reason states and local gove:cn;,tents f!.nd themz-:·l··u~s in periodi 

financial difficulty is becanse the fede!:'C.l gover;1rnent ha.::; pre-empted 

so many of the avaiL:~ble sources of revenue. Whene.ver a tax dollar goe 

to Washington and ~s returned through sot11e federal progra;n, part of it 

is lost tl:".L'ough nee~less adm~'"nistrative o·.rerhead.. Red tape a;Ad 

restrictions attached to fedsral grants is in itself one of t:l~ most 

difficult administrative prob1 '-ims for cities and local governments---

denying us the flexibility we need to allocate the revenue where it is 

most needed. 

However, a proposal has been mads by the president and certainly it 

goes farther than anything we have heard from Washington in many years .. 

We have been offered a z;hare of federal raven':.les ~long with the 

responsibility for some of the present p:t°ograrr.s free of federal mandates 

and regulations. 

The president's proposal goes beyond anything Washington has ever 

offered before. If local and state governments can use their federal 

funds under the president's plan in such a way that a surplus remains 

ove~ and above the cost 0£ the program, the surplus can be used to lower 

local taxes if the local governments oo choose .. 

Naturally, there is great resistance to this program in the Congres: 

and in the Washington bureaucracy which will lose som-a of its size and 

powar u~~er this plan. We can have this first step toward restoration 

of local and state autonomy and adequate financing, only if we get 

public b;;.~::king and pressure on the Congress,, 
i 

In the meantime, can we give up and impose even m-:-1re of a tax burder: 

on our already over-burdened citizens without doing our ~tmost to reform 

welfare--Medi-Cal and even education? The taxpayer has a right to know 

that every tax d(>llar is being wisaly and efficiently used. 

Last year, a management: survey disclosed that one major school 

district was still spending money on out-of-state recruiting trips at a 
: ! 

time when it had 15 applicants for every teaching vacancy. It was not 

using modern purchasing practices to hold down the cost of such mundane 

items as paper towels and window cleaners. 

- 3 ... 
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How many other school districts could find similar examples of 

inefficiency and excessive cost? How many cities or counties? 

As you know, the state has made available to cities and other local 

government agencies the cost saving possibilities in the mass purchase 

of equipment and supplieso In the 1969-70 fiscal year, almost $10 

million of equipment was purchased through this program for 139 cities, 

'43 counties and 49 special districts, among others.. The items purchased 

included more t~an 2&600 vehic~~s of various types---police cars, trucks, 

typewriters, gasoline, paper and other items of necessary equipment .. 

Participating local agencies saved more than $1 million by taking part 

in the voluntary cooperative purchasing program. 

Efficient cost control must become standard operating procedure at 

~ve;y_ level of government.. Taxpayers cannot be expected to subsidize 

inefficieny of government. 

But you and I both know this will not be enough. The housekeeping 

anc administrative economies we have achieved are significant savings .. 

But we could save millions buying paper clips efficiently and it still 

would not be enough to offset the staggering growth of welfaJ~~---in J: 

cost and caseload. 

Even though cities do not have as mu=h of a direct role in welfare 

as the counties and t~e state, you do have a vital stake in welfare 

r~form. In a vez:y real sense, the ql'!estion of whether c;;.ties and other 

local governmen~s obtain the additional revenue they need depends on the 

outcome of the battle for welfare reform. 

Every taxing jurisdicticn is in direct competition with every other 

l~vel of ,g0vernment for tax :;:-<e, .. ,:~;;.me. When one level of governm·ent takes 

~- disproportiona-::.e share, it makes it that much r.a:"l·:'.~r for every other 

l~vel of government to raise th6 revenues they need to keep pace with 

r.:~:~ ing costs. 

Some of the leg:.slat~.ve leadership in Sacramento seems to be 

c-:.-tc :.-::.usly u.naware of that fact or else they choose to ignore it. 

'l'hey apparently would rather increase taxes instead of easing the 

tax burden by reforming welfare. 

Those in control of t11e legislature somehow have failed to hear ~he 

massive cry from the grass-roots for tax relief. 

Instead, they have suggested a so-called "tax reform" program that 

only partly conceals a massive ~ax increase for. ~ur. citizens. 



League of C?lifornia Cities 
( 

Lip service has been given to economy, even while they introduce 

spenC!ing measures---all of whj_ch would raquire higher taxes. Already 

they have as.ked for more than $4.1 billion of additional state bonds. 

The state treasurer felt it necessury to point out the implications 

of adding this amount of bonded dehc in a single year. on::.y an 

estimated $500 to $600 millicn of state bonds can he sol~ in a normal 

year without disrupting the bond market. Sir.ce cities rely on municipal 

bonds to finance capital improvements, this should be a concern to you, 

too. 

Even though some of our legislators choose to ignore all these 

factors, we must consider them> We must consider them becausi~ every new 

spending program, every dollar of additional cost that requires higher 

taxes, and every new bond issue, are critical individual parts of an 

overall economic equation that we must keep in mind to assure the 

continued economic stability of California and all its different levels 

of government. 
..,.,... - .,,,.,,, 

Obviously, we have to establish priorities on spending; we must 

decide which bond programs are most important; and we must hold down the 

cost of government to a level which will not require massive new taxes. 

Unfortunately, there are still those who live back in a discredited 

day, where they t~ink political success comes to those who tax and tax 

and spend and spend---someone else's money. 

There is no secret about my conviction that more than any other 
/ 

single step, it is imperative that we reform welf"'are this year~· 

The present welfare system in California costs $3.5 billion in tax 

money each year. And this is a staggering financial burden on the working 

citizens of this state. 

There is .almost unanimous agreement that welfare must be reformed, 

even amons those in the legislature who refuse to act. The present syste~ 

is a hodga-podge of confusing and conflicting regulation.s .... it is 

perpetuating welfare as a way of life. Because of variovs complex ways 

of computin<;J eligibility, welfare now allows and even encourages 

outrageous abuses which are unfair to those who need help the most and 

to the taxpayers who must pay for welfare. 

It is not necessary for me to impress upon this audience the cost 
·{ 

i 

impact of welfare.. 'But I would like to point ot:.t a few examples of how 

welfare spending compares with other essential programs. 
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League of California Cities 
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In the past four years, we have been able to increase state suppot 

for public schools by $500 million---the largest dollar increase in an:< 

comparable period in the state's history~ Yet unless we have welfare ---··-"" 
~eform, the total cost of public assistance and Medi-Cal will go up mor 

than 600 million dollars within the coming fiscal yeaL! 

This year's state budget provides $337 million for t:· .. e Univer6 Ay 

of California system. That is more than a 40 percent increase in funds 

compared to a 26 percent increase in emrollment over four years .. 
_,,,..,,, 

Spending in the AFDC program went up 42 percent in one year and th< 

enrollment---in that program---increased 39 percent in o:n .. e year. 

We provide $20 million to finance college scholarships arii:! loans 

for needy students---welfare spends that much in a week. 

We could completely phase out all the General Fund costs and the 

functions of three of the four major state ager.cies---Business and 

Transportation, Resources and Agriculture and Services ••• and the savings 

would only be $154 million.. Welfare and Medi-Cal costs eight times that 

much this year in state funds alone. 

The total cost of welfare and Medi-Cal in California is running ~~t 

the rate of $9 million a day. 

We can cut that cost by $2 million a day in state, county and 

federal spending if we can get passage of our welfare reform. 

I am sure many of you are familiar with the general purpose of the 

- ,.,,,,. - - ' 70-point walfare program we have proposed. Fully implemented1 it will 

save between $566 and $836 million a year in tax funds. 

It will eliminate legal loopholes which presently permit persons 

with significant income to remain eligible for welfare. lt will provide 

a monthly pension check to our elderly, the blind and the totally 
i 

disabled ••• instead of treating them as so many welfare "cases." 

By fi;cing a reasonable ceiling on the amount of income a family may 

have and still be eligible for welfare, it will assure ~::!:"~at the funds we 

have available for public assistance are directed to thosf~ L:tost in neE . . 
those who. have little or no outside income. 

By eliminating from the rolls those who have. significant outsid~ 

income ••• there will be more funds to provide better benefits for the neeclj 

AFDC families which have no other source of support---without raising 

taxes. And the work requirement we propose for able-bodied adults will 

restore discipline and dignity to a system that now encourages generation 

after generation to remain dependent on public assistance. 



( 
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League of California Cities 

The only major objection to our program is the mistaken belief that 

.t"" ,,,.,. - -there would be cer"C.ain cost shifts to the counties. Shortly a ft er I 

announced our program, I directed the State Department of Social Welfare 

to send teams into each county to discuss each component of the plan and 

to reconcile wherever possible the differences that always accompany 

estimates .. 

Let me say first that the majority of counties and county officials 

strongly endorse our overall w8lfare reform goals. They have demonstratec 

a spirit of cooperation that indi~ates to me how necessary this reform 

is to the state and to the local government most affected. 

Obviously, when cost estimates are made on a program's impact, there 

a~e differences of opinion. Many of these differences are rapidly being 

resolved. We are prepared to work with the counties to reach complete 

agreement so that they will be satisfied that there will be no additional 

burden on them • 

. we have always been prepared to make adjustments and reconcile any 

differences to ,guara1~ that there would be no additional cost burden on 

local government. To emphasize this point I have some news to report. 

- Today---in fact in just a few rninutes---Senator Burgener will introduce 

amendments which 'will enable the counties to be confi1~nt that there will 

.,.....,,. -- . """" be no cost shift to them. These amendments wi~l ~einforce our commitment 

to the co-unties and, at the same time, mainta~.n the integrity· and intfOnt 

c~ our welfare raforms. For those who may have missed tha emphasis the 

first time, I would like to say once again as clearly as possible that 

there will be no net cost sh: .. J2: t0_£9.;..!nties _in this welfare reform. 

J.r:,stead, t~1.ere iHll be millicr,,J cf dollars of savir_:;rs and the state w~_ll 

t1-:~::e over a t':?:·emendous administrative load that cc·, .. ~rties have been 

f.}1ouldering alone. 

Those county officials who give up on welfare refor:u are---in 

"':~:i:.3ct---telling the:i.r c±.tizens that a property tax inc:::-ease is 

L~.:.·.1::..tab:.e; and that there is no alternative. There is an alternative: 

welfare refo::m. 

If, for any reason, our estimates should prove higher than the finz~ 

actual savings from reform, then I repeat the pledge I made to the 

cou.nties---the state will adjust its financial support so that NO county 

will have additional costs as a result of welfare reform.. I tell you 

this, because you and the counties share the same source of revenue---



( 
League of Californit:t Cities 

Arguments about whether a particular reform will save $3 million 

or $5 million must not be used as an e:}~cuse to block an overhaul of the 

welfare program • ....___ 

Nor should anyone resort to partisan polj_tics to block reforms which 

have been supported by all reasonable men--·-Democratic a:;.~ Republican--

at every level of government. 

Many of the reforms we proposed have been suggested by county and 

local officials. Every major plan now being discussed contains elements 

of our plan. 

We have a program that is workable ••• a plan that provides a S\veeping 

change of direction for the welfare cost spiral that has pusr.·i;:)d state and 

local governments to the edge (;f bankruptcy. 

We cannot afford to delay action on welfare reform just because 

Washington is talking about the same subject. They have been talking 

about it for several years now and some of their previous efforts at 

"reform" created the most outrageous abuses we are now trying to corre 

California's legislature cannot abdicata its responsibility to 

correct what we know to be a badly constructed welfare program which is 

not achieving its purpose and which is consuming vast sums of revenue 
i 

that would be better spent for other vital programs. 

More than 4lOO separate bills are before the legislatura this 

session. Aside from the budget, the most important are the three bills 

which constitute the welfare reform we have proposed, a realistic tax 

reform and a budget balanced without increased taxes. 

If the legislature is really concerned about the financial plight of 

the cities ••• the counties~ •• the schools, if they are really concerned 

about reducing the tax burden on our citizens, they will pass our welfare 

reform program and deal with these other problems .. 

The cr,.J.y alternative is a massive increase in taxes .... an increase 

that would make it that mu.ch harder for cities and local governments to 

finance their own operations~ 

Opponents of our. welfare reform say they prefer the tax increase. 

I believe the people prefer welfare reform. I believe every public 

' official concerned with the economic stability of government ;:it any leveJ. 

should be in favor of reforming welfare, too. 

###~(; ## 

(NOTE: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes there may be changes in~ 
or additions to, the above text. However, the governor will 
stand by the above quotes.) 
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EXCERPTS OF REMARKS BY GOVERNOR RONALD REAGAN 
Department of Consumer Affairs 

Annual Board Breakfast 
Sacramento 
May 14, 1971 

Government is too big, too costly and too far removed from the 

people in many cases to be responsive to the individual citizen's 

problems. 

If those words sound familiar, they should. They emphasize a 

theme that I have been sounding off about for many years---long before 

1 became governor. 

The things I have learned while in public office have only 

reinforced my belief that government must have a constant flow of 

new ideas from the public and more citizen participation if it is 

to be effective in meeting the needs of our people. We have been 

trying to accomplish both those goals and we have made some progress. 

Since we met a year ago, a lot has been happening in state 

government to strengthen California's ability to protect the consumer .. 

Most of the boards and commissions represented here today will 

be affected in one way or another by the tv10 major reorganizational 

plans we are putting into effect this year and next year. 

Our goal--simply stated--is to provide a more effective direct 

link between the consumer and those state agencies which have the 

responsibility for protecting consumer interests. Instead of getting 

a runaround from one agency to another, we want the individual citizen 

to be able to seek and get prompt action on his cornplaints---whether 

they involve health quacks or phony merchandising schemes. 

We also want to streamline this particular area of government so 

that the boards and commissions dealing with various consumer-oriented 

problems and programs will be consolidated into a more efficient and 

logical administrative structure. 

The first part of this reorg~zation already is under way. It 

created the State Department of Consumer Affairs, the parent agency 

under which most of your boards and commissions are now operatingo 

This department already has made considerable progress under Leighton 

Hatch's direction in streamlining the state's consumer protection 

program. 

-1-



< . .C A one-stop const:t ... -cr complaint and J.nformation handling service 

has been put into effect so that the individual citizen now has a 

central place to register a complaint or have his specific grievance 

quickly referred to the proper agency for handling. 

The department will publish a handy consumer complaint handbook 

and has published other material needed to acquaint the a.v~rage 

citizen with his rights and the consumer ;erotection services that ar~ .. 

available to him, including Small Claims Court. 

They are working with the Department of Education to promote more 

effective consumer education programs in the public schools. 

The Consumer Affairs Act that becomes operational on July 1 will 

help us accomplish our goal of increasing public participation on the 

various regulatory boards and c:irnmissions. 

Very shortly, we will be announcipg a Consumer Advisory Council. 

Its meml:>ership will include two representatives from voluntary c»::msumer 

organizations, one from labor, two from business and one legislative 

appointee each from the State Senate and Assembly. 

The purpose of this committee will be to make recommendations for 

legislation to help us maintain California's leadership in consumer 

protection. 

A second part of the plan calls for a Consumer Fraud Task Force 

to compile information on the various kinds of consumer rackets and 

fraud and to recommend new laws or'other steps necessary to strengthen 

the enforcement of our existing anti-fraud laws. 
' 

The other major reorganizational program involves the cre~tion of 

a single Department of Public Health. Responsibility for California's 

many health programs now is divided among several departments, includin~ 

the Department of Consumer Affairs. 
I 

This fragmentation and overlapping jurisdiction creates confusion, 

inhibits e.ffective planning and makes it difficult to achieve maximum 

benefit from the dollars the state spends to protect the health of 

the citizens of California. 

At the consumer level, it leaves the individual with the task of 

trying to 'thread his way through a maze of health p:cograms to find 

exactly the type of service or program he needs. 

Under the reorganization plan, eleven healing arts boards of the. 

Department of Cons~~er Affairs will bP ~r~nsferred to ~ new Department 

of Health. 
-2-



Orie of the resp£._..:>ibilities of this departm~nt will be to 

determine what the state can do to help meet the manpower needs in the 

health and medical care service area---doctors, nurses, pharmacists, 

and so forth. 

The decisions that are made by the healing arts licensing boards 

could have a significant impact on the ability of the stc.te to carry 

out programs to increase the manpower available for medi·::::.:.l and health 

care service in Californiao 

By combining these functions in the Department of Health, it will 

streamline planning and eliminate some duplication of effort. 

When this. reorganization becomes operational (on July 1, 1972), 

we think it will be a tremendous benefit to you in carrying c•.tt. your 

regulatory duties. It also • 'l., 
WJ.."' . ..._ help us do a better job of meeting 

California's health needs. 

I also would like to take just a moment to speak to you--not as a 

member of a board or commission--but as citizens and individual members 

of the business and professional community. 

As you know, this is a year of austerity for state government .. 

While the national economic slump aggravated cur problems, it is not 

the major cause. The major cause is welfare and the massive amounts 

of state revenue necessary to finance this programo 

The current system is a hodge-podge of confusing and sometimes 

conflicting regulations which have perpetuated welfare as a way of 

lifeo Legal loopholes have permitted some families with incomes of 

$12,000 or more per year to remain eligible for welfare. 

Some of the worst abuses involve the Aid to Farr.ilies with Dependent 

Children program. A majority of the 1.6 million persons on AFDC involve 
' l 

families in which the male parent has either abandoned his responsibility 

to provide for his children or is otherwise absant. 

Welfare has become bogged down in red tape and is no longer 

achieving its original purpose of providing for those who are most in 

need of help. 

As you, know, we have proposed a comprehensive 70-point welfare 

reform program designed to completely change the direction of public 

assistance in Californiao 

Instead of welfare payments we want to provide pension checks for 

the elderly, the blind and disabled. They should not be lumped 

together as so many welfare cases. These pension checks would be 

distributed through an automated system similar to Social Security---a 



' i ( 

and ultimately should 1 '-.~able us to increase the gk .... nts to our senior 

citizens and those permanently disabled citizens who have no other 

means of support. 
,,,, ,,,.,- ,.,... 

A major emphasis is on eliminating loopholes and abuses and to 

reintroduce the discipline and dignity of work in the AFDC program. 

As it now operates, AFDC is not the temporary helping h;;.nd it was 

intended to be. We now have second and third generations Of famili' 

who have known no other way of life. 

We want to require able-bodied welfare recipients on AFDC to 

either work, be seeking a job, be in training for a job or take part 

in a Public Assistance Work Force---as a condition for receiving 

further welfare benefits. 

We want to enact new legal procedures to track absent AFDC fathers 

and collect at least some child support from those who have abandoned 

their responsibility and instead have thrown the entire burden of their 

family's support on the taxpayer. 

This overhaul of the welfare system will result in a total saving 

of between $566 to $836 million in state 1 federal and .local taxes. It 

will eliminate the abuses, and it will allow us to provide better 

benefits for those families which have little or no outside income. 
I 

There are a number of other specific steps designed to eliminate 

loopholes and abuses and provide .administrative savings. I hope you 

become familiar with the entire package because frankly, we need your 

help. 

We must convince a majority of the legislature that welfare reform 

is a priority California must act on this year. 

# # # 

\ 

(NOTE~ Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there m"'t be additiori-
to, or changes in the above text. However, the ~overnor will 
stand by the above quotes.) 
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The whole reaso:..1 for gov<;irnment is to sarve the ps•:;pJ_e of California, 

to meet ·their n~eds and to help them build a ]>9tte:c tom.c.ir::::ow for 

themselvc.;: and for ou~ state.. This is ·v-.:i.LB.t you and I are working for: 

it is what our peopl~ exp~ct~ 

! am proud of the p:.t·ogrZ.38 we ha"Je msde i_n meeting the neBds of the 

people of California.. And I ·would like to thank you for your part in 

California is often calj.cd a ·working mod.31 of the f:ut12r.e.. If you 

war.:t to know what the wo:.i:!.d will be like tomc:r:r.·ow1 loo:-: at Califorrd_a 

today. 

With the.ir. inveritiv;z! gen.ins and. proeuct.i·:,e caf)e:C it.y 1 our people c:re 

f~r ahead of the world i!1 almo~1t eve':f.y major area of advam::ed scientific, 

educational and medical c1~ve1opm~nt .. And w~ often first in other 

things toc---the fads and fa!'.:-out fa~l•ions~--·the soci.al unrest and other 

problems that man creates fo::- himse::: in a:n. u::::ban society .. 

In. the field of envi:;:on;:nent:al protaci::ion; Cali.fcrnia was the first 
/ / .,, 

state to recognize smog and air poll.ution as a maj::>>: prob1-em.. But 

because of persistent efforts~ we a::e on our ... Hs.y f:,:J hnir1g the fi:cst 

industrial soclaty in the wo:;:ld to lea.r:J. !1ow to successf";J.1.ly c·::>pe with 

and control air pollution wit'A.:i.out. stopping p::;')g::-:-e,::;s .. 

We have been cons!.stently ahead in tt.e fight as;ainst all forms O·f 

pollution. A'.\ld we have scr<'te specific, mi;ascz-al."')2.,e progr~:ss to show for it .. 

--Ever.f 1971 moc'lal automob5.le sold in California emits 85 percent 

c,;..i;.trols went into 

--This year,. Califo.cr..ia p:.::.t into eff~ct the fi~st n~~w caj;' controls 

;::rownisii-or91v;-c colored e!..enisnt that mak?.s smo9 such a visible irri'::.ant 

for the rest of th~ ~·1Z:l::ion to !o.ll(JW., 

l 



state Men• s and Women• s Club 

But we are not sl .sfied.. We are asking theC_~gislatu:re to adopt 

even tougher emission standards and pollution controls for older model 

used cars--~the last major source of vehicle air pollution. 

--In a recent nation-wide competition for the most beautiful 

highways, California took five of the top nine awards. This reflects the 

policy adopted several years ago, assuring for the first time protection 

of tha environment in planning and building all types of public works 

projects. 

A few weeks ago, California took another step forward. We adopted 

an official state policy to involve local citizens in the planning of 

--frcewa:-y:- and transportat:'i:on corridOr routes. We are asking them not only 

to help us decide the paths that freeways and highways will take near 

their communities, but we are asking them to help us determine whether 

anothar type of transportation system would be more feasible than a 

freeway or highway in the transportation corridor. 

Now we know we cannot simply outlaw the automobile. But we can and 

we ar:emoving to eliminate the environmental problems the automobile has 

caused. 

We know we cannot stop building highways.. But we can consider the 

en~ironment when we build every road~ay---as some of our highway enginb~rs 
i 

did recently when theyre-routed a highway to protect a small pond that 

W?t.3 a breeding area for a rare type Of salamander. 

It is .our responsibility·---yours and mine---to look to the future in 

planning all public works projects. We must build into every decision an 

ass-u.rance of maximum envir~nmiental proteC'tion. And while we are doing 

all this1 we must continu~ to w:i:c-k diligently to clean up the pollution 

caused by the neglect of the pas~o 

Tougher laws, of course, will not eliminate air or \l."ater pollution 

without help from man. Man creates his own environment. All of us must 

work together to asoure the cleaner air, the fresher water and the 

t::.n·~luttered landscapes we want to prese:::ve\ for ourselves and for our 

These are specific areas of pro~ress which you in state government 

hclp·-0-'d California to achieve. And while they involve the environment 

th~ final result is the sams as all our other efforts---to b1:dld a better 

tomorrow for ths people we both serve---the people of California. 

That was our purpose and our goal in pushtng the concept of 
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State Men's and Women< Club 

In 1967, the state budget for community health services in Californi< 

was $18 milli:m. It is $96 million this yea!.'.' and the increased 

financing tells only part of what is a dramatic effort to improve care 

for the mentally ill. Fifty-six of our 58 countiss now offer community 

menfu he2l<h services. Instead of war'9housing the meD·:::1~.!..y ill in 

outmoded hospital facilities, these lo~al prog:;:-ams allow r.,Stntally ill 

.... . t pa1..J...en s to s·;:;ek the treatment they r:.eed in t".heir own communities, in 

surroundings that familiar to them and where they can still be close 

to thei.r families and fri.e'!:lds. 

Because of more ef feet iv~ treatment services, the length. of st:ay in 

the hospital has been shortened. And the number of patients in our str.ite 

hospitais on a given day hc.s d.:.,~:reased from about 37, 500 in 1959 to an 

estimated 11,500 this year---even though new admissions h~v~ increased 

from 30,000 to 40,000 in the past seven years.2J.one .. 

The overcrowding that existed in Califcrnia•s hospitals for the 

me;:itally ill for decades is no longer a problem. In 1968, we were able 

to adopt new space ar.d nursing :;taff st~ndards and we ?.'eached those goals 

four years ahead of schedule. 

State programs aimed at c~xrscting th~ ovarcrowding in hospitals for 

the retarded also are going forward.. The two year waiting p.:;:z:iod for 

admission that existed in 1964 h&s bsen cut to about two and one half 

months now.. Improved space star~dards in the hospitals for the retarded 

will be achieved this July l. 01.ir facilit5.e:; for the retarded :have more 

staff than at any time in thei~: history and are within 18 to 24 months 

of reaching lOO percent of the higher staffing standards we adopted in 

1968 .. 

You should be proud of thzsa results. I am.. Every othe:::: state in 

the nation loo~cs to this state as a modGl in thB treatment of the 

mBntally ill. Calif-:>rnia is the or.ly major s'i::.ate to havs 21.J.. ot its state 

hospitals and institt:tions fully accredited by the natfr:::.~,::~l commission 

w~ich sets the standards for: m~nt~l he9lth programs.* 

Ou:?: neighboring state of NBve:da---which has only one hospital---has 

received t'his accreditation. Bt1t---except for Californi.a---·no othe.r ;:;tab-

with more than one hospital has received this overall tribute to the 

effectiveness and e!::Cicie~cy of its programs fer the mer.tally ill and 

mentally retarded.. All 15 of 01.1:: sta-':e b:::spj-f:als ::inG ins ti tut ions have 

besn fully accredited. 

- 3 -
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State Men's and Women( Club ( 

We have made great progress in broadening educat:lonal opportunitilil:s 

for our young p~ople. This year, California:s state scholarships and 

loan program will issue more tc~n 21,000 grants to help individ~al 

students fu:::ther their college educations. state is investing some 

$20 million in scholarship:; and loa:!S for st\;t~8!'1'ts. Fc.1~..: :rears ago it 

was less th;:m one fourth of t1:.c:t, but I prefsr to meas:.a.·-,. ·t11is parti~u:la 

achievement in terms of the opportunity it me.:!ns to our young people. 

Protecting the environment means protecting pe::>ple. 'I'he me!ltal 

health program is desig:-.ed to pro'-.ride better health service to pE-iople .. 

In ed:.1ca'l:ion 1 we huve expanded opportunity for in.C'.::.v::.ch".a.l acvan::eme?::t .... 

a sorvica for peopleQ 

But there is anot'he::: ach~~?;/.ement which is rno:::e significant than all 

tha others and that is the progress we have made in saving human life 

itsslf. Last year, the m.im1»~r of traffic fat'1l:tties on California e3 

streets and highways reached an all time lowp 

The mileage deat:... r:::.te dropped to 4.2 deaths pfS!r 100 million miles 

of ti·cvel, a record which W\3 fi.!~l reflects th,:: vigo:::-ous law ern:o:ccemen.-t: 

and the added safety f.::tctoj:s ir.i.volv€d in th,,.:: completion of 275 miles ~ 

new freeways • 

--Accidents involving more than one vehicle w~nt down 5 parcer1t. 

-"·Fatal acciden.cs i:i citiec de~re~r3ed 7 pe.::::cent .. 

--The. number of pedestric:ins killed at city int:ar.sections went do\.\'n 

29 per cent. 

Although we must never relax our effo::ts, those figures r•8presant 

tremsndous progress in im?:r:ove:d traf'iic ~·a£e(y. 'rhe most gratifying 

statistic qf all is the fact that the total number of higi1way d<~oths 

last year' was 179 fewer t'han during the pZ'B'",riO:lS year .. (4,901 compared 

; 

havir~g an impact. It meann t!:at the te:ugh-~r !_a·ws we h~:"':·e enacted to deal 

wit.r1 C!runkEm driving are wo::kir.g .. 

In simplified terrr.s 1 it rr,ight be said that all these traff:!..c eafety 

efforts by so many in state go?-armnr,nt could have nF~c.mt lif3 itself 1=<.J:::'.' 

t 1 ..\- l'"' 9. 1 1 'h . ' +- f." • h ..:I • ,, • a a.~"" I peep e---peop e W 0 ml.g:J,.~ 0 .... !lerWJ.8$ 3V9 c.J.eC1 -, 'D. 2utomobilt-

accide?:'lts. 
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\·le are still faci( many unresolved problems i We need a complete 

overhaul of the welfare system ••• to give it dignity and purpose and to 

improve benefits for those who need help the most. We need realistic 

ta·x reform.. !·ve need to balance our forthcoming budget.. And we need to 

accomplish all this without increasing the tax load on our citizens---

if possible. 

I am not passing on any state secrets when I remind you that this 

is an austerity year for state government, in California and every other 

major state. Yet, cu~iously enough, this very austerity emphasizes the 

necessity of our past efforts to hold down the cost of government. 

Although we were unable to provide an across-the-board salary 

increase this 

have budgeted 

year, we do seek to improv·e your retirement benefits; we 

$11~ million in fringe benefits that st~ empl~s have 

sought for a number of years---including ov.artime pay, nigfrc differentials 

and unemployment inGurance benefits; of course we will have the usual 

· ma:eit pay increases .. 

Contrast this, if you wiil, to the situation in New Yo:::k-·--tha only 

other state comparable in size to California. New York faces the 

prospect of firing more than 8,000 s~ate workers. Naw York City---with 

a b·1dget larger than Ziny state and second only to· the federal govarr1ment--

is considering layoffs totalling 90,000 pu.1:ilic employ::::es. 

So far, we have been able to avoid any s12c::1 mass reductions---and 

tha main reason is the fact thet for the past four years we have made a 

concentrated effort to hold down the number of additional employees. 

W -·,. t d d .,.....,.- ' .,,.,.... t .c •t• w e aict no eman econom:r ::.n governmen .1..or a p1_~ni l."7e p·..l.:;:pose. e 

insisted on mor.a efficiency bi3:.:!~~.,..:.se, frankly, ther~ was real neied for 

improved managem~nt in state government and becal:es we had not done 

so, we would have bea:i t.nable tc find sufficient fm1ds to finance 

essential progra~s. 
' 

We have to squeeze every penny of value out of every tax dollar 

spent. We still do. 

Now, I am not unmiP.dful of the sacrifice that you face this year by 

being asked to forego the usual cost of living pay increase we have 

provided in the past. I wish there w2.s no necessity for it 1 and I truly 
hope our effort at belt-tightening will bring us through this temporary 
period of economic dislocation to a sound fiscal base where nuch measures 
will nn longer be needed. In the meantime thank heaven we have been able 
to maet our problems without mass layoffs and even salary r,::wut.s which have 
been propose0 5n some sta~8S~ 
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State Men 1 s and Women's Club 
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One of the main 1'. .sons for the national eco( .nic slump is the 

transition from a wartime economy to a p~acetim0 economy. 

This transition .... the aerospace cutbacks ..... ar.d tha other related 

adjustments have contributed to our fiscal sque,:;ze. 01.'lr revenues simply 

haven •t grown in the amounts necessary tc cover tho i!.1c::~0<v:;ir.9 cost of 

governmerr'::, including welfa:r:e and M.edi·-·CaL. 

The only sensible thing to ao' in such a situation is to try to · d 

down spending and to gat on with long-deferz:eC! 
/ 

Medi-Cal and California's tax structure. 

in welfare, 

As you know, we have been vigorously opposed on some of the reforms 

we have p:::cposed. When anyo:ae suggests a drastic change of c~~·~ction in 

~ . "t' any go·Jernment program, tr.ere !.S opposl. ion., I am sure many of you have 

been through similar pariods before in your careers. 

But I would like to point out one significant fact to yo".1: no 

reasonable person in this state·---Damocrat, Republican or Indapendent--

has argued that welfare rBfo:.t·m ia £QL needed.. ~:hare is as close to a 

unanimotls ccnceasus on this as it may ever be possible to achieve. 

The arguments instec:d ai:e over cost fo::trru.las and wh;:::th;;;c .a particula 

reform will save this much or that much. 

These are not substantial diffe:!'.'Bnces. I have repeatedly made c_ ... ar 
\ 

my administration's determination to work with the 1-agislature, the 

counti~s and with all conceri;ed pa1~ties to achie-,re a goal we all seak---

a realistic welfare syste.m that is fair to thosa. wno ::-ec<~ive pu:-,lic 

assistance, to the cH:izens who must finance it and to th13 erJp'.:,-:>yees who 

admi.nister it. 

Only when v-.re achieve ther.;:..; :1:eforms will we be able to have orderly 
budgeting sc that all the oth.-;ir ei:H3'::,ntial st:ate prcgram:s---incl"..4cing 
salaxy adjustm9nts---may at la.:tt receive the fir..ancial px·io:rity thi;;;y 
deserve,. 

Cali£ ornia has mat challenge b·z;for~" 'I'l1i.s is the s'.::ate where men 
dare to <l::{~;;;im great dreams. If we ca;1 se!';d 3 n:c:n to the moon, we can 
cle:.ln up (.1t..tr bac}<.:yardu.. "{i]e cr;.r.. stop pol}.u:ting O\'!.r owa al:: and water. 

We cc:n move forwa'.::"d to me.at the nesds of our people,,." :L:i envi:1:onment;; 
p::µg:cams ...... in education." .. in t:n'innportation planning. ~;,:,~-..:bJ.e;:r,·~solvin9 is 
the 1:r:lsir.ess of gove:rnm-srnt.. That is our p;;;:::-poe8---yourr:; 3n.d mi.1~a .. 

I could go on longer than time p<srmits with the recorc? of your 
a.~con2lis'!'1ments in these pc:;t four yea:;:-s. The per cc:pita cost to En•:!: 

· taxpay-?.r 0£ the cost of state goverr.ment has bet:m reducer:~ Many 
depa::-bnents have ahsorbad 30 a1~d 40 perc1:mt work load i::-!~:C.eases and at 
th~:i same time increasad th~dr ab:tlity to do t~1e job with no F.tnlarg-ement: 
of staff- · 

Our prison rehabilitation and parole systG~ sees California with 
fewer ir..mates in ou:- stat.a p~:i:::;or.s t}~::-111 w~: .bad t';m yea::·s ago. Honor 
cam2s for juvenile offenders :::ire being closed ccw.:."l be~c!.~J.HO) there :ts no 
need for them, thanks to th·8 p:i:cl·c~t.i-:1;;-:, pr.ogr:-,n~ we have :l.n coc'lp'8ration witb 
the counties,. The list is 1,:mg und ;.mpre.;;siva and Califor:lians can be 
proud. 

If we work tog-s'::.he:::,, with u~de:r:st<!nding, we can S!:'!lve every problem 
o!1d lay t!1e foundation fo:: the tetter tr.>rno.c:.:ow that we all want for 
California - ###### 
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If you. have hz.d time to read the r..C\tiSpapers or watc'h television, 

you know we are in the busy season in Sacramento. We have been engaged 

in a dialogue about a lot of important matters, i~cluding some that 

vitally affect your profession .. 

The most important s~ruggle involves the reforms we hope to make in 

welfa~ and Medi-Calo 

Almost every reasonable p0~son in and out of government agrees that 

something is drastically wrong with our system of public assistance, not 

only in California, but throughout the nation.. In cost and caseload, 

welfare is like the mythical monster which gr~w another arm every ·time 

one was sliced off. 

This year, the cost of public assistan':!e and M~di-Ca1 will reach a 

total of $3.5 billion in California.. Almost 2?z million pe::sons---one out 

-, of every ni:ie citizens-··-is r~ceiving some sort of wslfare benefit. 

Without reform another 600,000 people will be on the rolls by the 

middle of next year ••• and that will maJ-:e it one out of seven. 

Welfare•s staggering financial burden is pushing state and county 

governments to the brink of bankruptcy. The system is so overloaded, so 

bound up in red tape and so restricted by confusing and someti.m~s absurd 

regulations that it is on the point of total collapse. 

Our citizens do not lack compassion for the poor.. They nave given 
I 

mo::::-e of their res9t.1rces in cash and other material assistance to help the 

needy at home and overseas than any other society in man•s history._ 

B'(l~ :':.1.iey bave loat fci.ith in th$ public assis•cf.mco pr:>gram we have 

today. Those who have always had to work fo~ a living themselves cannot 

understand why a voluntarily unemployed dro?-out is abl~ to sneer at 

society---yet receive food stamps that were intended to help the truly 

needy. 

They cannot understand federally-mandated regula·:::.ions which allow 
one family with an income of $7,200 a year to be en pv.blic assistance-
collecting the same amount of welfar3 as another family of the same size 
which. has no income at all or tn~·t. pE::opla earr..ing $12, 000 or even $14,000 
a year can also qualify for welf21::e _ But aJ:;o··)e all they ca'imot understand 
why the overwhelming majority of tr;:i:'.y poo:: v.:ho would like to be self
supporting are seemingly sant~nc.,~d to porm3n>;;;r.rt C:epe:1C!~.m.::a on the dole, 
and they have a suopi.::;i•.)n scms;one mi;.st b;: t::::ying del iherately to keep 
it that way .. 



Los Angeles County Medical Assoc. 

In your own fie~ .... of interest, many people (.-.innot understand why 

working citizens must finance for those on welfare an array of health 

care benefits two to three times areater than the basic health benefits 

they can afford for their own families.. After four years of trying to 

reform welfare and Medi-Cal one or two steps at a time ••• after a seven 

month task. force study of this entire problem .... we have come to the 

conclusion that the inequities in welfare and Medi-Cal, the built-in 

financial instabili.ty of public ass.istan-.:!e cannot be cured with shots---

· e~ i.·~ called for,. ma3or surg -Y "" -

And that is what we have proposed. California enacted Medi-Cal in 

1966 as part cf the federal Medicaid program. Unlike private health 

insurance plans, no lirait was set on any service. · Medi-Cal goes far 

beyond the benefits offered by the most comprehensive private health 

insurance plans. 

One California newspaper estimated that to provide these types of 

cptional services totally free in addition to basic health care# a non-

welfare family of four would have to pay a yearly premium of $2,ooo---

if they could f:tnd an insurance company :reckless enough to of:.'..'er such .:.;; 

policy .. 

By the spring of 1967---only nine months after it was launched an
! 

during our first few months in Sacra~ento-we made the discovery that this 

hastily passed p~ogram (Medi-Cal) was already far beyond its projected 
' 

budget and rock;:ting into space totally out ol: control. We have been 

trying to stabilize it into a predictable financial orbit ever since. 

We have worked out scime o;;! the m~nagemant snarls that kept providera 

of service waiting six months or. more for payment in the early days of 

the p:::ogram,,. But not even a cor.-tputer can solve the financial problems 

caused by Medi-Cal's almost unlf .. mited benefits, the explosion in the 

welfare caseload., and over utilization of the services provided .. 

As you know, everyone who is on welfare is automatically eligible 

for Medi-Cal, too. In addition, the program provides totally free 

benefits to the medically needy---those who have some income but who 

cannot afford the additional cost of their own medi::al care. 

A total of 2 b4 million people ara eligi.ble for Medi-Cal this year 

at a cost of about $1 .. 3 billion. 
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Court decisions periodically add thousanes of new people to the 

rolls by changing regulations or eliminating soma of the restraints that 

used to allow us to more accurately predict what next year 1 s budget 

would be. But no one has invented a cotnputer which could have predicted 

that the U .. S.. Supreme Court would eliminate California '.s ~Y.1s~year 

residancy :!'."equirement for welfare or s3.railar waiting pe.:_:·Lc:ds that were 

in effect in 40 states prior to 1969. 

This year., because of that ruling, about 60~000 persons who would 

not have been eligible under the previous residency rule are on the 

welfa;;:e rolls in California---at a total cost of some $55 milli:m. The 

Supreme Co•,1rt said a residenc~t requ.5.rament inte:cferes with a W•Z!lfare 

recipient. 1 s right-to-travel.. .And so instari.t welfare became the law of 

the land. 

None of this is a fault of the health care industry. But some for 

their own reasons would have us believe otherwise,, 

Your efforts to provide for the health ca:t·e needs of all our 
/most 

citizens ••• within seve:ra cost limitatio!'ls ..... has been g:r:·atifying.. Fees 

being paid to doctors today under Medi-C;.xl are 7 percent less than they 

were five years ago. 

Hippocrates advised physicians to "sometimes give your services for 

nothing. ° Contrary to what some of you may have heard we have not gone 

quite that far in Medi-Cal~ But last December, we did come to a day of 

reckoning,, 

Many of you may not be clec.r on just why we had to take t:i1<~ action 

~~ did to bring the Medi-Cal budget into control. Although Dr. Earl Brian 

and I appreciate: all the attention---in all cando:r---we must share the 

credit for t.ne December cutbacks with the legislature ... 

As governor, I had no discretion. I was !~ffi:!irad by law to put 

these cuts and restrictions into effect to avoid ha,Ting tha entire 

Medi-Cal program grind to a complete stop before the end of the fiscal 

year. 

Some of those who protested the cute the loudest we~e legislators 

who would be all things to all people. Never once have they mentiont!d 

that our action was in obedie.nce to i.:he law they passed in 1968.. Th.::? 

first cutback that mu:;;.t be m3de "1.vh(m Medi-Cal overruns its budgE::t is a 

temporary 10 percent r8d;lction of fees to Pi'!l'~.:.cian::; and othe:::- health 

care providers---except fo~ hospitals. 
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'l'h•3 next step ia to postpone all non-emergency and non-essential 

health care services that may be safely deferred without seriously 

endangering life.. Those are the steps we took. Let me interject---when 

the legislature adopted this rigi_d system for meeting any future fiscal 

crisis, we were opposed. We had asked for some flexibility---some way 

to meet such a situation administratively without being tied to 

inflexible mandatBs. 

The legislation adopted over our protests is our only tool and it 

authorizes still a third cut if the steps already taken fail to 

eliminate the deficit. The third step, which wa have not taken 6 calls 

for dropping almost a quarter of a million paople in the medically 

needy category from the progr2m entirely. 

Instead, we have tried to spread the available funds to cover as 

much of the basic and essential health care that we can possibly cover 

within the law for almost 2~ million people. We had no other realistic. 

choice---except to go on with this ill-conceived program and at the 

same time ask the people for more taxes. 

The national economic slump ...... which affected state reve?~ues ..... also 

affected our citizeaa,, They are caught between inflation, unemployment~. 

, • and reduced earnings.. It seems totally unreasonable for us to ask the 

legislature for more money ••• knowing it could only be obtained by higher 

taxes .. 

Solving the financial problems of .Medi-Cal requires actions that are 

not directly involved with the health care industry which provides the 

services authorized under Mel'i·~Cal o It. requires us to completely change 

the upward growth of welfare ca~~loads in California. It is the welfare 

caseload that determines how many Medi-Cal patients :·oll must serve. 

Dr. Brian is doing a trema:.:.dous jop copirg with the management 

problems of such a massive pr~gram.. But he has no control whatsoever 

over the number of patients who must be served. 

:t is virtually an op~n-ended program~ And no end to this growth is 

in sight until we restore a little realism to welfare---with rules tha~ 

direct assistance to those who really need help the most. Only when we 

have realistic eligibility standards ,will we stabilize the caseload 
! 

gro~th and put an end to the periodic financial problems of Medi-Cal. 

!n the meantime, we have to keep the system operating and solvent 

within rules that we know are totaliy unrealistic and unfair. 
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We k~ thera is a lot of red tape involved in prior authorization---

too much. 

By your professional oath, you are sworn to offer your services to 

all who need treatment. The physician is pledged to enter the houses 

of the sick to heal. 

You should not and cannot be exp0c'!:2d to serve as a ;_-1tu:.ch-card 

policeman to.determine whether the patient is legally eligible for care 

under Medi-Cal. 

The job of deciding who is eligible s'hould be done befora the 

patient ever seeks treatment., And that is a job for the government which 

authorized the program, and which has an obligation to establ~sh a system 

that will allow you to use y(r:.::: time to practice your profession---to 

heal the sick .. 

Under the present system, this r~d tape, all the forms and screening 

procedures are the onlv restraints we have to keep some degree of fiscal 

control over ,~edi-Cal~ And we are required by law to impose these 

restraints .. 

But we don't like it.. We ·want to develop a simplified system that 

will cut away as milch of this red tape as possible ••• that will allow the 

physician.maximum freedom to exercise his own professional judgment in 

caring for the sick. 

Every day, Medi-Cal spends approximately $4 million pro·viding health 

care for the poor. And every cby Earl Brian receives some 400 complaints· 

written and verbal---about vari::>us aspects of a program that :t;c.tVolves 

seventy thousand individual physicit:lns, hospitals and other h1.:H-.::i.th care 

providers. Multiply this by the number of claims that. can be expected 

fro~ a patient population of almost 2~ million and you can get some idea 

of tha administrative complexity and sheer volume involved in managing 

.Medi-Cal. 
.,, 

Briefly, the refofm program we have proposed would: 

--Establish a uniform basic schedule of Medi-Cal be:..-;~fits, including 

full cove~age for hospital costs and full coverage for physicians' 

services.. This bas5.c schedule will allow up to four outpatient. viPl::s 

to physicians every month. It will provide a full 365 days per year c:': 

nursing care, laboratory and X-ray benefits, prescription drugs up to 

two per month and 65 days of fu.'!.ly-paid bcspii·:c:iliza'!: ion per year. 
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·We also proposJ ... o transfer 800,000 11 medica ... 1y indigent 11 persons 

into the state's basi:::: plan and thereby relieve the counties of a 

substantial cost burden that has ccntributed to higher local property 

taxes. .-
/token 

Possibly the most publicized part of the program involves co-payment. 

With this provision, e·.;ery person with outside resources, except the 

totally desti.tute, would pay $1 per visit to the doctor or dentist; 

$1 per drug prescription and pair of eyeglasses., 

Such a system is absolutely essential to curtnil over-utilization 

and it is not unreasonable. 

Every major private health insurance plan requires the person 

re-::eiving the health benefit to pay at least a small deductible---or 

co-payment. Most 0£ those are far more expensive than the token $1 

co-payment we have proposed. 

It is an accepted part of Medicare. Even the former labor 

government in Britain found it necessary to impose some h0alth care 

surcharges to avoid bankrupting that country·'s system of socialized 

medicine .. 

We believe this basic program will meet health car.~ needs of 90 

percent of our needy citizens. The rest would be met through a 

supplementary schedu:a cf benefits---to be financed by the counties and 

adminis'!:ered at the local level, under state snpe:i::vision.. 'l1his 

supplemental schedule of benefits will provide C'l.-:ose additional s,ervices 

that a patient reqaires over and above those he qualifies !or every year 

under the state's basic plan. 

These reforms, plus tl:.a c!"!J;T.:.ges we have proposed in welfnr•3, will 

save the counties more than $100 million a year ... ,. t;1e cost to the state 
I 

will be cut by more than $200 mi.llion and the. federal share will be cut 

by at least $300 million. 

The main goals of our. welfare reforms are simple. 

--We want to separate the elderly1 the permanently disabled and the 

blind from the welfare structure entirely. We think their monthly cas~ 

grants should be distributed th~ough a pension system similar to Social 

Security. There is no need for a social worker to. drop by to see if a 

senior. citizen is still getting older. 
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--By separating out the unemployables, those remaining can be 

viewed as ternporarily unemployed. Most of U1ese will be in the 1:.FDC 

category. ll.ble-bodied adults will be requil:ed to be eithar seeking a 

job, training for a job or participati~g in a pt::.blic work force as a 

condition for receiving furthe:;: welfare. 

A humane society has an obli~;{ation to help everyvr!.;~ find the path 

to self-sufficiency. But society does not o· • .;e a lifetime annuity to 

those who will not even take the first step. Those who refuse to work, 

to train for employment or to take part in the public assistance task 

force---will be denied further welfa".re assistance .. 

We also want to impl~ment other necessarj' reforms---a :t'·f;;nJ.istic 

·income ceiling---to limit the ~raount of outside income a family may have 

and remain eligible for welfarec And since that ceiling would be 1~ 

times a family 1 s basic needs, our proposal can hardly be termed lacking 

in compassion. But such a limitation would put an end to the high 

income family on welfareo 

Eva:::yone in this room has a vital stake in welfare reform---either 

as someone whose profession is vitally affected by welfare or as a 

taxpayer. 

We need your help in putting these reforms into ef fe~t and we need 

your help in carrying them out .. 

It is no secret that we have not always received a 100-gun salute 

from all segments of the health care industry. We are a littl~ puzzled 

when we discover your state association is announci.ng some pro-rata 

reduct.ion in fees w'hile they are suing us for o:ir cutbacks, even though 

the law required us to do it. We hopa this action by your spokesmen in 

Sacr2.mento does not e>.-press your feeling about our administration. We 

are going to need each other in the days ahead .. 

One 1>::-oblem that has become a critical one for the physician is the 

steep rise in the cost ar.d availability of professiona: liability 

insurance. The need to protect against possible legal :Liability causes 

some physicians to feel obliged to order more tests and more medical 

procedures than may really be required. 

This is a serious problem for your profession. It is a serious 

problem for the public. :r repeat to you ton:Lght what r have told your 

representatives':·+-r am prepared to support any legislation that offers 
i 
! 

a reasonable prospect of solving th~ l iabil Hy insurance problem in the 

practice of medicine. 
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i 
There are some .i:-eople---in and out of gove:u1ment---who would like 

nothing better than for government to have an iron grip on the entire 

medical field ••• to have total bureaucratic control---even over decisions 

that have always been regarded as matters solely within the professional 

judgment of the individual physician. 

Regardless of th~ false case the proponents of socialized medicine 

make for this unholy intrusion into the practice of the healing arts, 

you and I know that it h:::ts r~d·;:::ed the quality of medicine wherever it 

has been tried.. Here in this nation, we have the highest level of 

medical care to be found anywhere in the world.. In spite of this, the 

free practice of your profession is in greoter danger than it has ever 

been .. 

The Kennedy proposal for socialized medicin~, which he says will cost 

$77 billion the first y3ar, is the culmination of these years of foot in 

the door encroachment by those who hc.ve :~een determined from the first to 

~'~.:.J~stitute government control ·for in di vi\~ual freedcm.. Ma~<e no mistake 

about it1 this measure.will make y:::>u governrnsnt employees, not 

independent professionals.. As for the cost, their estimates are far too 

low and, one cannot help but think,., intentionally so. 

Unfortunately, y~ars of propaganda, aided and abetted now by 

inflation, have misled many of our peop:..a.. Yo'::. know that the recent 

sha:rp inflation in medical and hospital costs invclve a great variety of 

complex factors. But the aver<tge citizen kno~ only that his hospital 

and doctor bills are a lot higher today than they used to be. And that 

it is gettin9 harder and harder to pay. It is our job to try to keep 

those costs from becoming an :.::.·~·..:>ssible burden for a citizen to meet 

through his own resources or through the health :.r.~"r~::-ance available to 

him through private health plans$ 

At the same time, we have a monumental task in giving that citizen 

the facts 
1
about socialized ~edicine. I~'o hidden costs, greater than 

anything he now pays, and the decline in quality of care that accompanies 

socialized medicine everywhere it has been tried. Perhaps with the 

truth we can make our people see that you cannot socialize the doctor 

without socializing the patient. 

##### 

(NOTE: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 
to or changes in the above text. However, the governor will 
stand by the above quotes.) 
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We need your energies and your influence in helping achieve welfare 

reform. There is no need to remind this audience why welfare reform is 

necessary. We need to reduce the cost of welfare and bring reform to 

public assistance for a host of reasons, each of which is important. 

But one-of the most important reasons is the simple fact that our people 

can no longer afford the cost of a welfare program that inc~eases by a 

quarter or even a third every year. 

Tha federal government recently announced that the number of people 

on welfare in the United States is now approaching 14 million. In 

California, one out of every nine citizens is on welfare and one program 

alone---Aid to Families with Dependent Children---grew 39 percent in 

caseload last year while the cost went up 42 percent-

The same story is repeated across the country, in every state and 

every urban county. Welfare threatens to bankrupt state and local 

governments unless something is done. 

This year, California has almost: 2~ million people drawing some 

type of welfare or Medi-Cal: assistance C!t a total cost of 3~ billion 

dollars. And tmless the growth trend is reve.r2ed with more realistic 

regulations, another 600,000 will be on the rolls by the end of July 1972 

If that happens, instead of or.e out of every nine citizens on welfare, 

it will be one out of seven. 

We cannot afford the financial burden this ~"-.:·uld mean to our working 

citizens. But in a more basic sense, California a:M:l the United States 

can no longer afford the moral and spiritual disintegration that the 

welfare system is subsidizing in California and other states. No one 

disputes, the legitimate obliga~ion of society to care for the helpless 
! 

who have nowhere to turn for assistance. 

But' the complex system we have now has become hopelessly bogged dowr-

in bureaucracy, bound by unnecessary red tape and discredited by abuses 

which permit the diversion of welfa:ce funds to some people .w1w. ~3.t:n more 

than many of our working citizens. 

- l -
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·The most tragic CL-... sequence is that welfare has failed the very 

purpose for which it was established. Because our resources are stretched 

so thin, welfare is failing to provide sufficiently for those who need 

help the most---:-the elderly, the blind who cannot work, the permanently 

disabled and the family with little or no income and very little job 

potential. Such people need a helping hand, not a permanent handout 

sentencing them to a lifetime on the dole. 

It is not that our people refuse to help those legitimately in need. 

But they have watched welfare---particularly the AFDC program---grow 

into a permanent way of life for millions of Americans. The organized 

J.eaders of the 11professional pooru look upon welfare as an acceptable 

life-long career ••• and those who lead them view mass poverty as their own 

political power base. 

Working citizens---struggling to raise their own families---have 

simply lost faith in the present welfare system.. And who can blaE 

wh~n the newspapers carry articles almost every day detailing some new 

kind of welfare abuse, inefficien~y or fraud? 

There are those who say that welfare reform cannot be har~dled at the 

local or state level.. They say we must turn it over to the feder~l 

government. I do not agree. I do not agree because some of thg worst 

abuses you have read and heard about are the direct result of unreasoni.:;iblo, 

unrealistic federal. r$gulations that becomt::i distorted by the time they arg 

aI'Plied to individual cases. 

Let me give you just one example: 

A few years ago, the fed~r~l government came up with some new welfare 

regulations that were supposed to encourage welfare recipients to work 

and stay on a jo~ after they found one. 

The idea was fine. But aftr~r the bureaucracy want to "-''Ork on a W:JY 

to accomplish this, an abuse kno~..m as the "$30 and One Third Formula" was 

the result,. Hem is how this works: 

Suppose an AFDC family of four is receiving a cash monthly grant of 

$221, Medi-Cal benefits worth $1,127 a year for a family of four1 bonuG 

:ood stamps which stretch the family's food purchasing dollar, free 

~~hool lunches and similar fringe benefits. 

or ~7,200 a year. 
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The federal regulQcion enables the family to exempt the first $30 

of the monthly salary plus one-third of the remaining gross. In 

determining whether the family may still get public assistance, the wage

earner also may deduct such other .,work-related" expenses as union dues, 

child care costs, unfforms, transportation c&ii'ts~ (including payments on 

a new car), $25 a mon~J{ in miscellaneous perso)rtttl expenses.. Even th~ 
; . :.. . ' 
wage-earner's federal income and social security taxes are deductible .. 

It is entirely possible under this formula to reduce the family's •'net" 

income down to zero, leaving it eligible for the same benefits it 

received before, when it had no income at all. 

That means the total combined earnings and welfare grant becomes 

$9,852 for a family of four, plus food stamps, Medi-Cal benefits worth 

another $1,127 a year, free school lunches and whatever other benefits 

they might discover with the help of the local social worJcer and 

federally-financed legal aid society. 

This is the kind. of unrealistic welfare rule that enables the 

thousand dollar a month income family to be on welfare and remain eligible 

for benefits.. Indeed, I bave used a $1,000 a month income ir~ the example 

I just used.1 and the answer was the same---full welfare eligibility .. 

Furthermore, the whole concept of federal revenue sharing is an open 

admission that programs as vast and complex as welfare cannot be 

•S:::fectively administered from Washington. In l ... '~s revenue sharing proposal 

"';Lia president made it plain he believed that wL:h the federal funds should 

come full state and local responsibility for the programs utilizing those 

funds .. 

One of the reasons why w~' :;:.:e so strongly oppcsed to the idea of a 

guaranteed income is because it would be only the 21.:r.st installment# 

regardless, of the starting figu~~. Raising the annual family grant would 

become an election-year must. 
/' 

Some of the more eager advocatBs of a guaranteed income make no bones 

abo~t their goal. A few weeks ago, a grou~ of congressmen who support 

the National Welfare Rights Organization put in a bill that would provide 

a gua~anteed annual income of sixty five hundred dollare 3 yp~-

less, they say, would undermine the rights of poor people. 

They never mention what seizing another 60 billion dollars a year in 

taxes would do to the rights of working citizens: some of "tJhom do not even 

earn sixty five hundred dollars a year themselves. 
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c:'!~cse of you 'Who( 1ve :foll.owed the welfare c{ ate know why so many 
'· 

state and local officials advocate a federal takeover. 

Many governors and local officials are simply desperate to get rid 

of their most crushing financial problem .. 

But it will not be solved by turning to Washington, or by patch-work 

regulations. Instead, we must overhaul the existing system in a way that 

will provide true welfare reform, eliminate the abuses and ultimately 

reduce the cost to the working citizen. 

That is what we pro.P'6se to do i; Calif;;;:nia. Many of you already 

are familiar with the welfare re::orm program.. But I would like to just 

briefly take a moment to touch on some of the highlights and the 

philosophy behind it. 

One of the main goals is to restore dignity to the lives of the 

elderly, blind and disabled. These groups of deserving citizens are 

really pensioners and they should not be regarded es just another en'' , · 

ir. a social worker •s casebook. We want to send thern their monthly checi.:.s 

through an automated system similar to Social Security. With the savings 

that this kind of system and our other reforms will realize, ultimately 

we hope to improve their pensions in addition to providing the regular 

cost-of-living increases they receive now. 

Then we want to cut tnrough the maze of welfare reg~.llations and law 

a::1d tighten up every one that has been translat.t"'d into an abuse. We want 

to give counties a greater incentive to track dcim the 230,000 California 

fathers who have deserted their families and are not contributing to their 

children 1 s support.. Any child s;;.pport collected would greatly redu.ce the 

cost of welfare in California. 1~•-·..::st $75 a month from half of those 

fathers would save more than $100 million. 

We want to terminate welfare aid to illegal aliens .... eliminate food 

stamp eligibility for able-bodiec adults between the age~ of 18 and 65 ••• 

including the voluntarily unemployed hippies who sneer at society while 

they stand in the check-out line clutching food stamps that are intended 

to help feed the deserving poor. 

w'" ~.n1yt +:o clamp a realistJc ceiling on the amount of spendable 

.;..c,...m..:::. =- :family can have and still :i;emain eligible for welfare ••• this 

would put an ~nd to the possibility that families earning one thousand 

dollars, t.~rolvo 1Hl!;or<">~ nr E'"\18"1 rn~.!"9 pe:t: month ~n•,J-:1 '\)SO '1Ualify for 

welfare~ 
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Ou:. program would ( .. .:tve the state assume the e1
t. ... ire cost of 

automated payments of the pension program for the elderly, blind and the 

permanently disabled. With these tighter eligibility standards and other 

reforms, we will be able to save an estimated $566 to $836 million a year 

in state, federal and local taxes. 

And by streamlin:Lng the administration of welfare ..... eliminating the 

present abuses and reducing or eliminating the grants to those who have 

signifi.cant outside income, we can res-::o::e equity to the system and 

imp!'ove the benefits for the truly needy---those families who suffer most 

from the regulations that allow employed people to receive welfare 

be~efits intended for the poor. 

This can be ended by adopting a realistic cutoff point beyond which 

supplemental welfare ends. And to those shedding crocodile tears over 

our inhumanity to man, we intsnd that ceiling on earnings to be l~ times 

a family's basic requirements. 

There is another reform we propose to do---the most important 

reform of all. Wa intended to req:.lire that able-bodied welfare recipients 

either work, be training for a job or take part in a public c:i:-.:aistance 

task force.. Those wh:> refuse will be dBnied further w.:1.lfare a:.a. 

Now I know that is a radical idea to some sociologists and poverty 
" 

experts. ·He have already been g::eeted by thei:i: howls of outrage.. They 

regard poverty as an industry and they ·want t0 '!Je captains of the 

i.ndcstry. They want to run not only welf~re, r\.::i: the lives of the 

~,,;elfare recipientsQ 

Why / we have even been ac(.:~$ed o'!: wc:nting to restore the .,work ethic" 

in America. Well, that is e}':~~;:·~·J.y what we do want _ _!:o do~ rest<)re the 

ethic that has been lost thesf~ past 30 years whe'.'.1 ,r,':?::>ple started trading 

their dignity for a dols. 

Such a welf.'.':lre work force (;ould do many constru~ti"m things to 

b8nef it the society that is supporting them~ They could be school monitor 

2::::.c1 guards to protect children against violence and property against 

vandcilism. They could help in anti-litter cleanup and recycling projects 

to improve. the environm~nt. 
I 

Some could take care of children so that other welfare recipients 

would be free to engage in job training or could work. 

Opponents of this work requirement often say that most of the 1 .. 6 

million AFDC recipients are children. And they are right. But more than 

380,000 are adults .... womer. and men .... most oft-hem, are able-bodied. 
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· Ex~ept for the c<:L . ...:!er welfare recipient, \\.tork is not a strange or 

radical idea in America.. According to the U.S .. Department of Labor, 

almost half of America's mothers with children under 17 and in school 

are now working to help support their families, and 37 percent of them 

have children under five years of age. Should these working mothers be 

forced to help support those who do not work or who refuse to take part 

in training efforts to become employable? 

Of course, we know not ev,~:::y ;&al fare mother will be able to work .. 

But many of them could.. And for every able-bodied adult welfare 

recipient who finds work at a wage sufficient to support his family ••• 

th~ welfare rolls decline not by one ••• but by the whole family. And, 

contrary to what some believe---the overwhelming majority of welfare 

recipients want more than anything else to be able to support themselves .. 

We must change AFDC into a temporary helping.hand. Instead of 

regarding everyone as a permanent public dependent, we must look up1:;:n1 

w~lfare a~ a way-station en route to a permanent job and the dignity of 

self-sufficiency. 

For some reason, certain legislative leaders prefer to r.::.ise taxes 

on the working citizens of our state rather than take ~ifective action 

to implement the refcnus we all know are so necessary in welfare. The 

started talking about the necassity for new taxes b~fore they even saw 

0ur. proposal for saving costs through welf.:;;ire :-;-efcrm. A recent poll 

sh,Jwed that 64 percent of our citizens wanted t:<:!x reductions and a cut in 

government spending now and were willing to support a taxpayers revolt 

if necessary---a refusal to pay ·::axes .. 

Using the p::cesent ecor.om:;_.·. ;:.;lump as an excuse. these sam3 individuals 

produced their own version of the new math last -:_,7<:~'.: • , Their first 

pronouncement was one of fiscal crisis--- 11tax reven:u~s would be $160 

million less than anticipated,!" So they added $318 mil.}. i.on to the budget .. 

As for our welfare reform~ they have also raised tha false issue of 

a :..:·.2)r.!~..: burden on the counties.. I have repeatedly assurec the counties 

th~t if our estimate of the savings that may be realized through welfare 

refo~m prove overly optimistic, then the state will adjust its share to 

guarantee that there will be no additional cost burden on the counties. 

But the truth is, there will be millions of dollars of savings,. •• the state 
will assume a tremendous administrative cost burden that counties now bear 
and we will take over the basic medical costs for 800,000 people whos~ 
health care now is. totally a burden on local property taxp?yers. And, to 
insui;e savings to the counties, we offered three amendments laet week 
which should result in $150 million of reduced county costs. 
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· The State of Calx~~rnia and its legislators have an .obligation to 

get on with the task of welfare reform this year ••• the counties have 

asked for welfare reform~ •• every reasonable person who knows anything at 

all about the program knows that we cannot go on as we have been going 

in public assistance. 

·Forty-seven hund::..;';;ld bills have been introduced in the legislature 

this year. Yet along with the budget bill itself, and tax reform 1 none 

are more important than welfare reform. 

We are paying too great a price for welfare now---not only in 

dollars, but in the destruction of the standards of individual and 

family responsibility that created our society. 

It is totally repugnant to the American philosophy to accept the 

idea of a permanent and growing poverty population to be supported 

indefinitely at ever increasing cost. 

To do so repudiates and undermines the very basis of America's 

gu;:atness.. Our society offers everyone the chance to cl::.mb as high and 

travel as far as his own talents.and energy and work can allow him to 

climb. 

Those who will not take the fi~st step cannot expect society to 

support them forever. 

We know you share this philosophy.: Unfortunately, some of our 

:Legislators do not.. While we welco~e your le':-:tars of support, you know 

" . ..;liere we stand. So if I may close on this not€.i, please tell others 

where you stand ••• write to your Assemblyman ••• your state S~nator ••• your 

Congressman ••• especially those ~'i'.no are not already pledged to support. 

this welfare reform program.. ·::>."i.'!. must fill the corridors of thg Capitol 

an do the special interest pleaders when their litt:, . .e empires are 

threatened .. 

Let them know that Califo:':'.'nians are no longer willi'.'.'.g to subsidize 
th3 present chaotic welfare system. Let them know that working citizens 
o~ California demand realistic welf.are reform. 

~n closing, let me suggest an answer to those who are now ducking 
tl~~ issue of welfare reform by claiming that Congress has preempted the 
:t::.,~1a by passing Chairman Mills• (House Ways and Means Committee) welfare 
bill out of committee, so there is no need for state action. There ls n>:; 
guarantea the Senate will accept this bill, and if they do it will not 
go into effect according to Congressman Mills, until fiscal 1973! Our 
,,. _::;el21n is now-: 

Even the Secretary of HEW has expressed the hope that our reform 
will be passed because of the information they will have as to the 
effectiveness of some of our proposals. 

##### 
(NOTE: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 

to or changes in the above text. However, the governor will 
stand by the above quotes.) 
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I am grateful for an opportunity to discuss with you some of the 

critical problems the legal profession must help solve if we are to 

protect and preserve this tiny clearing in the jungle we call 

civilization. 

Sometimes I am shocked at how easily that sentence comes, indeed, 

how much of a cliche it has become. And I find myself, as I r.u~ sure 

you do, asking how has it come about that we must feel such concern 

for civilization as we have known it. 

It begins when parents allow their children to mock their elders 

and to ignore the most basic standards of civilized conduct. It 

carries over into school and it reaches into the very citadels of 

justice--the courtroom--where a judge is no longer immune to calculated 

mockery and even physical harm. 

Last year when I spoke to the State Bar Association, I.said we in 

( California--and indeed in the United States--are faced with a mounting 
\ 

crisis of confidence in the administration of criminal justice. That 

was hardly original with me. 

The crisis is most evident to the layman by what he views as a 

deliberate and often successful attempt to thwart justice. The 

Constitutional guarantee of a speedy trial--written into law tv protect 

the defendant--has in our criminal courts become an anacronism. The 

long and unneces~ary delays between arrest and a final conviction, the 

endless appeals of questionable merit, the resort to legal gimmicks 

involving technical anc procedural rules--all these practices deprive 

society of its right to expect a speedy disposal of criminal matters. 

Instead of battling to win an early hearing of the evid~nce ••• to win 

acquittal on the facts ••• delay has become a goal in itself, a way for 

~he defense not to assure justice, but to prevent it • 
• 

There is an even greater threat to the dignity of our legal 

system. It is the growing tendency for the client himself to become 

the boss in the courtroom, to stage-manage his O'iffi defense with 

disrespectful and contemptuous conduct toward the court. This, too, 

is deliberate on the part of modern revolutionaries. It is copied from 

the young thugs of the Hitler era. 
stress, the system won't work. , 

The purpose is to prove that under 
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There is an additional crisis in the processing of civil cases ••• 

long'delays in trials kua appeals and the ever indl.~asing costs of 

court administration---these things compound the challenge to our 

legal system. 

It does not appear that the legislature is inclined to make any 

significant improvements in the judicial system this session. 

I don't mean to give the impression that nothing is being done 

about all these problems~ ' Last year· I urged the legal profession and 

the judiciary to clean its O\·m house. Since then: 

The Chief Justice of the California Supreme Court, Donald R. 

Wright, a distinguished former member· of your o-wn local bar, has 

. 1 / ·f • /.1 / "' appointed a Se e~t Conuni~tee on Tria Court Delay. The purpose is 

obvious from the title. It is to examine the iudicial proces~ from 

the first filing of a case, or charge,to the final appeal and to 

recommend ways to eliminate the log-jam in our trial courts. 

This group is funded by the California Council on Criminal Justice 

and includes three judges, three lav.ryers and three laymen. There are 

liaison members from my office and the legislature. Thus, all three 

branches of state government will participate in this study. We are 

to have a report with recommendations for major changes by next March 15. 
·-

The urgency of solving overcrowded criminal calendars is best 
\ 

emphasized by the·situation here in Los Angeles County where the 

Superior Courts ended the year with 62, 000 leg.:::l matters still on the 

( 

docket. This massive backlog was documented by a study group from your 

ovm Superior Court, in a report that contains 39 specific recommenda-

tions for judicial reform and lists another 171 proposals for further 

study. I would like to cornme~d the committee which assembled this 

·impressive s,tudy. This type of activity--within tl1.~ legal profession 

itself--will help us find ways to speed up the judicial process without 

sacrificing any of the basic rights or protections of our legal 

system. 

Now it is up to you--memhers of this local bar--to evaluate each .. 
of the suggested changes and to determine which. are desirable and 

' .practical--not only for Los Angeles County, but for the entire state • .. .<" ,,.,,.... ,,.,.,.. ,,,,,, 
The Judicial Process Task Force of the California Council on 

Criminal Justice--chaired by my legal affairs secretary Herbert E. 

/ Ellingwood--is sponsoring many other proposals. I would like to 

mention just a few. 
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All .of the profe( .onals in your field acknc( ::!dge that the 
•. ... . 

efficient management of a court calendar is the key to success i~ 

reducing the number of delayed trials. Yet the trial courts have 

little control\ over the tide of incoming business. 

To find ways to increase the efficiency of the courts, the council 

has put a team of two trained experts to work full time \.'i th the 

presiding judge of Sacramento County's Superior Court. For at least 

\. a year, they will seek practical means of increasing the efficiency 

( 

of the courts through better calendar management. 

Another such team has been approved for the Superior Court in 

San Francisco. Both these teams will seek to develop new techniques 

that can be applied statewide---better scheduling systems that can 

work for co~rts of various sizes. 

This research is unique because the tea~s will conduct this court 

management project in a pragmatic way---with all the ongoing pressures 

·of the present system in a day-to-day working environment. And it 

will affect both civil and criminal courts. 

Information on the progress of these two projects-~ill be 

exchanged so that each can learn from the experience of the other 

and the overall program will be supervised by the Administrative 

Office of the Courts. 

Judicial manpower is another practical problem. The Chief 

Justice--as chairman of the Judicial council--last year assigned 

judges to cover 1,325 days in the Appellate courts, 2,837 days in the 

Superior Courts and 2,891 days in the municipal courts---just ~o keep 

up with critical caseloads. 

Currently ~e are helping finance the California College of Trial 

Judges every summer at Berkeley. I have encouraged each of my judicial 

appointees to attend this intensive two week course. And the Judicial 

council h~s an active program of institutes to acquaint judges with 

new problems they will.be facing. 
.. 

One such project which has received initial approval is on the 

Problems of Narcotics and Drug Abuse. Drug addiction is one of the 

•most critical.social and legal problems .of our time. To be effective, 

judges must keep up with new developments in .this field. 

--For public defenders, we are sponsoring a project of the 

California Public Defenders Association. This will be an orientation 

course for an estimated 100 new deputy public defenders. We hope to 
' 

make this an annual course so that newly ap~ointed public defenders 
will receive a thorough understanding and appreciation of the total 
--.:-.:--1 ~ .• - .... .:-- -----'"""---
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up for approval. Undek this program, st~dents wi£ ... work in the offices 

of district attorneys and public defenders and perhaps can be used 

immediately as para-professionals in the legal field. 

Various means of automating the judicial process.also are under 

way. 

One suggestion is f0r witnesses to be "on call" until they are 

needed. Policemen, for example, could be scheduled for duty near the 

courthouse so that their professional time will be spent on the job 

until they are notified to appear in court. 

The drive for judicial reform is wide-reaching and is going 

forward with many innovations that give promise of providing a more 

efficient court system. 

Before I leave the subject, I would like to m~ntion one federal 

project. Last March, a National Conference on the Judici3ry convened 

at Williamsburg, Virginia.. That meeting may we~l prove to be the most 

·important conference on the judiciai system in this century. 

• 

The President, the Chief Justice of the United States and the 

Attorney General met with more than 40 state chief justices. 

The challenge to the legal profession was issued by Chief Justice 

Burger.- He told his colleagues that 0 the .American system of criminal ( 
\ 

justice in every phase--the police function, the prosecution and 

defense, the courts a."'ld the correctional r:tach1_nery--is suffering from 
I i 

a severe case of deferred maintenance .... fu,lly documented by innumerable 
I ' 
' 

studies and SUX"'Teys." 

Justice Burger classified civil justice in the same way and urged 

the establishment of inunediate priorities. 

One of those priorities is better state and fe-ceral cooperation. 

The public.is well aware of the various ways by which la~Jers seek to 

get around the traditional judicial process. Shopping for a friendly 

court to accept a matter that should be the responsibility of a 
' 

different jurisdiction is as offensive and ,destructive of the judicial 
' 

process as it is to shop for a judge. 

It should not be permitted. It turns the courts into an arena £or 

legal badminton, a spectacle that makes justice a mockery to the 

layman. 

The crisis today provides a constructive climate for solving this 

particular probl~m. ChiP.'f Justi.~e Rurger warned last_ December that the 
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deteriorate in quality" before long unless the crushing burden of cases 

referred to the nation's highest court is shifted to other courts. 

State and federal judicial councils have been strongly urged to find 

ways to limit the number of cases transferred unnecessarily from state 

to federal courts. 

But these are internal adininistrative corrections <:.::~ while they 

are essential, they are only one part of the job that must be done to 

restore the public's confidence in the courts. 

I will not dwell on the charge that is made that some courts and 

some judges--all too frequently--view their role as acting as a 

catalyst of social change rather than as a forum to administer justice 

and interpret laws. I could c..s~t in this connection how many of you are 

uneasy with what seems to be a new teaching philosophy in too many law 

schools today. 

Probably the most visible barrier to courtroom efficiency are 

those symptoms most visible to the layman. 

Jury selection takes too long. Judges seem to be challenged more 

as a delay tactic than for legitimate cause. The disgraceful behavior 

of some defendants and the even more disgraceful conduct of ~ome lawyers 

who defend them are an affront to the entire~legal profession. These 

antics reduce the dignity of the judicial process to the level of a 

street brawl shouting match. 

Our citizens are concerned about those judges who do not seem to 

have adequate control in their own courts and they ask if the ~ar 

associations are aggressively moving to discipline those who arrogantly 

violate your own canons and the ethical standards of your profession. 

The image projected by the bar is one of getting the criminal off 

rather than acting in a responsible way to assure both the rights of the 

defendant ~nd the rights of society to be protected against the 

lawbreaker. 

/ -In the area of search and seizure, the legal debatec over police 

methods long accepted as reasonable, appear to the public to be less of 

p quest for justice than a legal chess game with the law abiding 

citizens as unwilling pawns in the contest. 

Edward Bennett Williams could hardly be regarded as an advocate of 

repressive laws. Yet he has publicly criticized the legal system on 

many points. 
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the innocent defendant::., to the honest policeman, .,.._1e urban criminal 

courts have become a sham and a broken promise." 

The victim of a crime finds it impossible to understand why a 

defendant convicted of armed robbery by a court or jury--convicted 

beyond a reasonable doubt--can forestall_his day of reckoning for two 

years or more .. 

Ne must redeem the promise of justice by reforming our legal 

system so that it will be in fact as well as in theory the mechanism 

by 'l.\'hich we assure the Constitutional rights of all our citizens. 

As officers of the court, you can help achieve this restoration--

using the same creativity, the-same intense energy and the same 

professional pride with which you represent your best clients. 

The legal profession itself must carry the main burden. Some 

voluntary experiments already are under way. 

What I am suggesting is exactly what I told your colleagues last 

year. You know the problems best. You are able to solve them best. 

The answer cannot be just a simple plea for more judges. 

Now I don't want to leave the impression that. our legal system is 

the only cause for concern to the people. The public is frustrated 

with government itself and its seeming inability to solve major 
\ 

problems. The voice of reason is needed now--common sense answers 

before the voice of the demagogue makes it. imp0ssi.ble for reason to be 

h~ard above his loud and easy promises. 

In addition to an intolerable crime rate, we now are experiencing 

a staggering increase in acts cf violence carried out at random against 

innocent victims ••• all in the ~l?_.:ne of social or political protest. 

The self-proclaimed revolutionaries and their legal champions 

denounce the system .... yet they_ v1rap themselves in ·che Constitution at 

every step in legal proceedings that involve them. 

To accept their idea of "justice" is to accept tyranny and anarchy. 

If Moses himself stood on Nob Hill and solemnly intoned the Ten 

Ccrr.mandrnents, he probably would be denounced as a reactionary seeking 

to impose a repressive and outmoded life style on the multitude. He 

• would be certain to wind up in a Conrad cartoon. 

No one wants a legal system that is concerned only with arrests 

and quick convictions. 
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, What. every citiz\ 
( 

wants--and what the syste.. should provioe--is 

a iudicial process that offers a fair trial to every accused, an 

acquittal for the innocent: conviction for the guilty, and sentencing 

and appeals c~rried out swiftly--but within the framework of the 
\ 

Constitutional guarantees we all cherish. 

This kind of fair and quick justice is not the practice today. 

And regrettably, many laymen do not even believe it is a·~ill a mission 

( of the legal system. 

I . 

But a fierce belief that right will prevail burns deeply within 

the American consciousness. And the people expect you to help restore 

their shining dream of justice for all. 
/ / 

Carl Sandburg summed up this faith in a poem called "The People 

Will Live On." He described t'ha American capp.city for survival against 

the greatest oppression, the meane'st tyranny, and he told of man• s 

enduring faith in a bright tomorrow when brotherhood would be a 

reality. 

Man will yet win (he wrote); 

Brother may yet line up with brother •. 

Until that day, we must have law. And we must respect the law 

and make it the highest expression of our civilization. It is your 

job and my job and the concern of everyone to make the bench and the 

bar an institution worthy of the respect that its noble traditions and 

its purpose deserve. 

You have more to lose than anyone if we fail. 

~ (NOTE: 

# # # 

Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be addif:.ions 
to,- or changes in the above text. However, the governor will 
stand by the above quotes) 
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ADDGNDUM TO REMARKS B): 00VERNOR REAGAN AT SAN DIEGv REPUBLICAN DINNER 
Jv"'y 23,, 1971 

T11irty-f ive years ago a President of the United States said that 

our gener~tion had a renaezvous with destiny.. It is possible 

thCJt we are living in that time of destiny right now. Our sons 

and daughters in this particular moment of histo~y are coming 

,. into their inheritance a few years early. We are proud and happy 

to have thet.>E:: young people here with us.. But I wonder s~metimes 

if we are really as disturbed and concerned c::s we should be 

that the great majority of our young~:-people seem to be registering_ 

with the opposition party.. Oh I know that a great many of them 

have been indoctrinated in over a thousand classroorris. I suppose 

the miracle really is the number who are still on our side--

when you co~sider the power of their peers at that age and the 

indoctrination to which they have been subjected. I wonder how ( 
i 

these young people who are here have managed to hold out the way 

they have,, Certainly they.must have an extra strength of character 

and willpower that would make them a very valuablE:. ally :in the 
. . . 

days aheaci. But right now you and I ·should be seeking them out 

and asking _v.11-lat have we done or ·what hc::ve we said, if anything, 

that has helped them choose this course or stay on this course. 

Or did they do it all by themselves. ~·le have a story as Republicans 

to tell a,nd we haven't done a proper job of selling that story* 

If we had, I think the majority of young pe6ple would be going 

our way. Hasn 1 t the COPlplaint of those younger generation in 

these l~st few years of unrest been that they're against materialism, 

they' re .;iga inst big irnpcrsont'l l government _that's beyond their reach, 

they 're against r~gb1entation c:ind imposition on their individual 

frcedo~. ·They have a great idealism about the course a nation like 

I 



I. 
\ ,, , ~ 

this economic slump is nationwide. But what has .been its cause ... 
. 

Very simply,. :the trm~siGon. from 
I 

_.,,,..- .. ,,,,.....-·· ..,..,.. 

a wart imc to a P.eacet ime economy. 
• . . ··i 

A transition ~hat has come about because for 2~ years a new President 
l 

..• ' I . . 

has be.:n wi~1c1ing down a wa·r that was growing larger for eight years 
,· ' '.•t,. •.'' . ' 

before he took office.· Two and a half years ago we were talking 

about long hot sumraers. ive were accepting, even though we feared 

them, the 'riots that were almost comm~n?lc:ice in our cities and on 

our c<lmpuses. Now, and in recent days, -the President has made an 

announcement t11at is disturbinCt to a great mony of us. May I offer 
' ; J 

some thoughts for your 'consideration before perhaps rnisgiving bcco'Ues . \\ 

I 



make 

up their bomb or the Bolsl1oi ballet. 

Well, I have no' i~formation that the rest of don't have but I 

would lik~ 'i:'o o_ ff er so.roe possibilities out o'f this new developn~ent 

·.bas.ea ~n, I''thT;1k, some' knowledge of the me'n and knowledge of the 
''1'' 

situation. For ten yec:::irs, bullets and rockets ancl mortars and booby 

tr.aps made in Chinc:::i hC1ve ;been kill in~ young. Arncricans. The President 
i . - . : . . . . . . ·I i .. : . \ , 

has maae, it plain that not only will we not abc:::indon an ally---we will 
r ! ~ 0 \ 

·not dise'ngage from this war if the price me;rns leaving even one young 
J 

. . J 

l\111erican fas a prisoner of the eneir1y. Chin<l holds prisoners of ours, 
,' ·:,, f < v~ ' r ,,, ~< v ~ 

air war over LC.las who can1c down across ·u-ic • 

I 



'" : .· . . . ' 

people are here looking us over. They ilre a1)out to ma}'-e a very 

decic1ed ci1oice' and it is up ,to us to prove by our actions that 
. I 

. : ~ 
the'rc is much t9 love in th i's· lar.6---very mucb to be proud .of. 

l 
To those ·w}1o·:say there is a communiccitions gap, .I. will say to these. 

young peop,le that there has never been a tirre \vhen an older generation 
I , 

vmnt.ecl more to understand and be understood by its O\.\ln sons and 

older generation hos paid a higher price for 
~· ' 

' freedom than any people have ever· paid in all rnan 's history.. And 
i 

l tli'ink with some pride we can say we have <lone more in our lifetime 
• 

,j 
I 



. ' 

·<. 

( JV 
-15··-

to advance the dignity of man than any other generation that 

ever lived. 1-lind, now very frankly we will tell you young people 

we would be very proud to haye you look us ovcr---look over our 

principles---and deciae whether.you wouldn't rather join us than 

join those wh2'believe 

itself---,that ~' little 
• 

that mankind is incapable of governing 

chosen elite can be picked and sit in t: 

nation's capitol and make the decisions in our· _every day living 

that we should make for ourselves. Or, whether you would like --,,.,.. 
to go along with us who would like to see America become in.your 

lifetime and ours, if possible, a place where every man is free 

to be whatever God intended him to be. 

f. 

(\ 

• 
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I am grateful for an opportunity to discuss with you some of the 

critica~ p:,:oblems the legal profession must help solve if we are to 

protect and preserve this tiny clearing in the jungle we call 

civilization .. 

Sometimes I am shocked at how easily that sentence comes, indeed, 

how mucp of a cliche it has become. And I find myself, as I ai.~ sure 

you do,i as~ing how has it come about that we must feel such concern 

for civ~lization as we have known it. 
<\ i 

Ib:begins when parents allow their children to mock their elders 

and to ~gn9re the most basic standards of civilized conduct. It 

carries, over into school and it reaches into the very citadels of 

justicet-t~e courtroom--where a judge is no longer immune to calculated 

mockery:rang even physical harm. 

La~t year when I spoke to the State Bar Association, I.said we in 
1 . . 
: 

California~-and indeed in the United States--are faced with a mounting 
I ! 

crisis ~f ~onf idence in the administration of criminal justice. That 
T I' 
i i 

was har~lyj,original with me. 
i • 

Th~ c*isis is most evident to the layman by what he views as a 
·r :· 
i ' . 

deliberjte ;1and often successful attempt to thwart justice. The 
-J '• 

Constit~ti¢nal guarantee of a speedy trial-~written into law to protect 
j'. ;' 

the def~nd~nt--has in our criminal courts become an anacronism. The 

long an4 u*necessary delays between arrest and a final conviction, the 
,-. J ' 

endlesslapJeals of questionable merit, the r:esort to legal gimmicks 
ii ) 
:: \ ' 

involvitj.g t(.echnical and procedural rules--a111 these practices deprive 
lj !' 

society.of \its right to expect a speedy disposal of criminal matters. 

Instead )of jpattling to win an early hearing pf the evid~.;nce .... ·to win 

, acquitt(\l on the facts ••• delay has become a goal in itself, a way for 

the def~nse·not to assure justice, but to pr~vent it. 

Th~re is an even greater threat to the dignity of our legal 

system. Ji It is the growing tendency for the client himself to become 
'> 

the bosS, in the courtroom, to stage-manage his own defense with .. 
disrespectful and contemptuous conduct toward the court. This, too, 

.j' ' 

is deli~erate on the part of modern revolutionaries. It is copied from 

the young thugs of the Hitler era. The purpose is to prove that under 
stress, :the system won't work. 



There is an additional crisis in the processing of civil cases ••• 

long'delays in trials kua appeals and the ever inJ:i.c;;asing costs of 

court administration---these things compound the challenge to our 

legal system. 

It does not appear that the legislature is inclined to make any 

significant improvements in the judicial system this session. 

I don't mean to give the impression that nothing is being done 

about all these problems. 
I 

Last year I urged the legal profession and 

the judiciary to clean its m·m house. Since then: 

The Chief Justice of the California Supreme Court, Donald R. 

Wright, a distinguished former member of your own local bar, has 

a~pointed a Select Commiitee on Tr±a'i Court Delay. The purpose is 

obvious from the title. It is to examine the iudicial process from 

the first filing of a case, or charge, to the final appeal and to 

recommend ways to eliminate the log-jam in our trial courts .. 

This group is funded by the California Council on Criminal Justice 

and includes three judges, three lawyers and three laymen. There are 

liaison members from my office and the legislature. Thus, all three 

branches of state government will participate in this study. We are 

to have a report with recommendations for major changes by next March 15. 

The urgency of solving overcrowded criminal calendars is best 
! 

emphasized by the. situatio:n here in Los Angeles County where the 

Superior Courts ended the year with ~2,000 leg~:l matters still on the 

docket. This massive backlog was documented by a study group from your 

own Superior Court, in a report that contains 39 specific recommenda-

tions for judicial reform and lists another 171 proposals for further 

study" I would like to corrune:-1d the committee which assembled t~1is 

impressive study. This type of activity;...-within th::! legal profession 

itself--will help us find ways to speed up the judicial process without 

sacrificing any of the basic rights or protections of our legal 

system .. 
i . 
! Now it is up to you--members of this lQcal bar--to evaluate each 

of the suggested changes and to determine which. are desirable and 

\ practical--not only for Los Angeles County, but for the entire state .. . / ,,,.... ........ / 
The Judicial Proce.ss Task Force of the California Council on 

Criminal Justice--chaired by my legal affairs secretary Herbert E. 
/ Ellingwood--is sponsoring many other proposals. I would like to 

mention just a few. 
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, All .of the profe( .onals in your field ackn<{ ~dge that the 

efficient management of a court calendar is the key to success in 

reducing the number of delayed trials. Yet the trial courts have 

little control over the tide of incoming business. 

To find ways to increase the efficiency of the courts, the council 

has put a team of two trained experts to work full time v.•ith the 

presiding judge of Sacramento County's Superior Court. F.or at least 

a year, they will seek practical means of increasing the efficiency 

of the· courts through better calendar management. 

Another such team has been approved for the Superior Court in 

San Francisco. Both these teams will seek to develop new techniques 

that can be applied statewide---better scheduling systems that can 

work for courts of various si~cs. 

This research is unique because the teams will conduct this court 

management project in a pragmatic way---with all the ongoing pressures 

of the present system in a day-to-day working environment. And it 

will affect both civil and criminal courts. 

Information on the progress of these two projects will be 

exchanged so that·each can learn from the experience of the other 

and the overall program will be supervised by the Administrative 

Office of the courts. 

Judicial manpower is another practical problem. The Chief 

Justice--as chairman of the Judicial Council--last year assigned 

judges to cover 1,325 days in the Appellate courts, 2,837 days in the 

Superior Courts and 2,891 days in the municipal courts---just ~o keep 

up with critical caseloads. 

Currently we are helping finance the California College of Trial 

Judges every summer at Berkeley. I have encouraged each of my judicial 

appointees to attend this intensive two week course. And the Judicial 

Council h~s an active program of institutes to acquaint judges with 

new problems they will be facing. 

One such project which has received initial approval is on the 

Problems of ,Narcotics and Drug Abuse. Drug addiction is one of the 

most critical social and legal problems of our time. To be effective, 

judges must keep up with new developments in this field .. 

--For public defenders, we are sponsoring a project of the 

California Public Defenders Association.. This will be an orientation 

course for an estimated 100 new deputy public defenders. We hope to 

make this an annual course so that newly appointed public defenders 
will receive a thorough understanding and appreciation of the total 
criminal ;n~r i l"'P ~"'~h:>m 



--Hastings Law School has a project for a criminal justice clinic 

up for approval.. Unde' this program, students wit~ ... work in the offices 

of district attorneys and public defenders and perhaps can be used 

immediately as para-professionals in the legal field .. 

Various means of automating the judicial process also are under 

way. 

One suggestion is f0r witnesses to be 0 on call" until they are 

needed. Policemen, for example, could be scheduled for duty near the 

courthouse so that their professional time will be spent on the job 

until they are notified to appear in court .. 

The drive for judicial reform is wide-reaching and is going 

forward with many innovations that give promise of providing a more 

efficient court system. 

Before I leave the subject, I would like to mention one federal 

project. Last March, a National Conference on the Judiciary convened 

at Williamsburg, Virginia. That meeting may we~l prove to be the most 

:4-nportant conference on the judicial system in this century. 

The President, the Chief Justice of the United States and the 

Attorney General met with more than 40 state chief justices. 

The challenge to the legal profession was issued by. Chief Justice 

Burger. He told his colleagues that 0 the American system of criminal 

justice in every phase--the police functionr the prosecution and 

defense, the courts a:ld the correctional rnach:Lnery--is suffering from 

a severe case of deferred inaintenance ..... fully dvcumented by innumerable 

studies and surveys. 11 

Justice Burger classified civil justice in the same way and urged 

the establishment of immediate priorities. 

One of those priorities is better state and fe·deral cooperation. 

The public. is well aware of the various ways by which lawyers seek to 

get around the traditional judicial processo Shopping for a friendly 

court to accept a matter that should be the responsibility of a 

' different jurisdiction is as offensive and ,destructive of the judicial 
\ 

process as it is to shop for a judge. 

It should not be permitted. It turns the courts into an arena £or 

legal badminton, a spectacle that makes justice a mockery to the 

layman .. 

The crisis today provides a constructive climate for solving this 

particular problPm.. ChiP.f Justice Burger warned last December that the 
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I 
work of the Supreme C\ rt itself "will either br~ . down or it will 

deteriorate in quality" before.long unless the crushing burden of cases 

referred to the nation's highest court is shifted to other courts .. 

State and federal judicial councils have been strongly urged to find 

ways to limit the number of cases transferred unnecessarily from state 

to federal courts. 

But these are internal adt-ninistrative corrections a::(! while they 

are essential1 they are only one part of the job that must be done to 

restore the public•s confidence in the courts .. 

I will not dwell on the charge that is made that some courts and 

some judges--all too frequently--view their role as acting as a 

catalyst of social change rather than as a forum to administer justice 

and interpret laws. I could ~s}~ in this connection how many of you are 

uneasy with what seems to be a new teaching philosophy in too many law 

schools today .. 

Probably the most visible barrier to courtroom efficiency are 

those symptoms most visible to the layman. 

Jury selection takes too long. Judges seem to be challenged more 

as a delay tactic than for legitimate cause. The disgraceful behavior 

of some defendants and the even more disgraceful conduct of some lawyers 

who defend them are an affront to the entire legal profession. These 

antics reduce the dignity of the judicial process to the level of a 

street brawl shouting match. 

our citizens are concerned about those judges who do not seem to 

have adequate control in their own courts and they ask if the Lar 

associations are aggressively moving to discipline those who arrogantly 

violate your own canons and the ethical standards of your profession. 

The image projected by the bar is one of getting the criminal off 

rather than acting in a responsible way to assure both the rights of the 

defendant and the rights of society to be protected against the 

lawbreaker .. 

/ -In the area of search and seizure, the legal debates over police 

methods long accepted .as reasonable, appear to the public to be less of 

a quest for 'justice than a legal chess game with the law abiding 

citizens as unwilling pawns in the contest. 

Edward Bennett Williams could hardly be regarded as an advocate of 

repressive laws. Yet he has publicly criticized the legal system on 

many points. 
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He says: "To the victims of crime, to the witnesses of crime~ to 

the innocent defendant(, to the honest policeman, (.1e urban criminal 

courts have become a sham and a broken promise_ 11 

The victim of a crime finds it impossible to understand why a 

defendant convicted of armed robbery by a court or jury--convicted 

beyond a reasonable doubt--can forestall his day of reckoning for two 

years or more .. 

We must redeem the promise of justice by reforming our legal 

system so that it will be in fact as well as in theory the mechanism 

by which we assure the Constitutional r.ights of all our citizens. 

As officers of the court, you can help achieve this restoration--

using the same creativity, the same intense energy and the same 

professional pride with which you represent your best clients. 

The legal profession itself must carry the main burden. Some 

voluntary experiments already are under way. 

What I am suggesting is exactly what I told your colleagues last 

year. You know the problems best. You are able to solve them best. 

The answer cannot be just a simpl~ plea for more judges. 

Now I don't want to leave the impression that. our legal system is 

the only cause for concern to the people. The public is frustrated 

with government itself and its seeming inability to solve major 

problems. The voice of reason is needed now--cormnon sense answers 

before the voice of the demagogue makes it imp0osible for reason to be 

heard above his loud and easy promises. 

In addition to an intolerable crime rate, we now are experiencing 

a staggering increase in acts of violence carried out at random against 

innocent victims ••• all in the >.12 .. ::ne of social or political protest .. 

The self-proclaimed revolutionaries and their legal champions 

denounce the system ••• yet they wrap themselves in ·che Constitution at 

every step in legal proceedings that involve them. 

To accept their idea of 11 justice 11 is to accept tyranny and anarchy. 

If Moses himself stood on Nob Hill and, solemnly intoned the Ten 
\ 

Commandments, h~ probably would be denounced as a reactionary seeking 

to impose ~ repressive and outmoded life style on the. multitude. He 

would be certain to win.d up in a Conrad cartoon. 

No one wants a legal system that is concerned only with arrests 

and quick convictions. 
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, What every citiz'\ 
( 

wants--and what the systa. should provide--is 

a judicial process that offers a fair trial to every accused~ an 

acquittal for the innocent: conviction for the guilty, and sentencing 

and appeals carried out swiftly--but within the framework of the 

Constitutional guarantees we all cherish. 

This kind of fair and quick justice is not the practice today. 

And regrettably, many laymen do not even believe it is z\:.ill a mission 

of the legal system. 

But a fierce helief that right will prevail burns deeply within 

the American consciousness. And the people expect you to help restore 

their shining dream of justice for all. 
,,.,.,. 

Carl Sandburg summed up this faith in a poem called "The People 

Will Live On. 11 He described tli.e American capacity for survival against 

the greatest oppression, the meanest tyranny, and he told of man's 

enduring faith in a bright tomorrow when brotherhood would be a 

.reality. 

Man will yet win (he wrote); 

Brother may yet line up with brother. 

Until that day, we must have law. And we must respect the law 

and make it the highest expression of our civilization. It is your 

job and my job and the concern of everyone to make the bench and the 

bar an institution worthy of the respect that its noble traditions and 

its purpose deserve. 

You have more to lose than anyone if we fail. 

# # # 

(NOTE: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be adc1it:ions 
to, or changes in the above text. However, the governor will 
stand by the above quotes) 
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This is the first opportunity I, have had to personally express my 

a pp rec iation to each of you for. the tremendous ·job you are doing. 

Environmental problems are very much center-stage today throughout the 

nation. And your commissions and boards are the catalyst for solving 

those problems in California. You can be very proud of your progress in 

finding those solutions. 

In the past four years or so, we have been able to mobilize. state 

government in the effort to protect California's environment against the 

excesses of man and his machines and to preserve the cultural heritage 

of this state .. 

The same pioneering spirit that led the 49ers and the settlers to 

California is still very much evidant in the struggle to conserve our · 

priceless natural resources. 

Recently a national magazine (Reader's Digest} ca:.led attention to 

the long effort to protect Lake Tahoe against pollution. As this article 

noted, we are winning that battle. 

California also is leading the way in dsvAloping other programs to 

protect the environment without choking off ths economic development that 

provides the jobs our people need. 

We have been, and remain, far ahead of other states in enacting and 

enforcing effective programs t~ control all types cf pollution. We have 

the strongest air, water and noise pollution control programs. 

We are giving environmental considerations major priority in plannin£ 

freeways and public works projects. And this emphasis is showing results. 

, We believe man can learn to live with the environment if enough 
\ 

people show sufficient concern and commitmen't to assure us cleaner air, 

~resher water and an end to needless destruction of the esthetic beauty 

of this land we call California. 

Now let no one get the idea I am 'suggesting we have won the war. 

Each environmental battle is only a skirmish in a struggle that we will 

have to hand over to our children and they in turn will pass on to their 

children. So long as man inhabits this planet, we must make environmental 

protection a major part of every human endeavor. 
"- /·-



In this room are concentrated the boards and commissions which 

involve almost everL / 
;ssential service governme provides for all of 

the people of California. What you do and how well you succeed will hav~ 

a lasting impact, not only upon the geography and scenic resources of 

our state, but also upon our citizens. 

What is more important than protecting our cities a~d agricultu: 

areas against flood and providing a stable, sufficient water supply for 

our people, for farms and orchards? 

What is more vital than wisely managing our marine and wildlife 

resources so that those species of animal and fish life which share 

California with man will be protected against extinction? 

What is more urgent than ·cleaning up the very air we all must 

breathe to survive? 

It is part of your task to see that California protects and 

preserves its rich cultural heritage, that this state•s abundant mineral 

resources are mined or otherwise utilized with maximum attention to wise 

conservation. 

In sho::.t 1 we are att~mptL-ig to prove that economic progress can 

co-exist wi:tl-1. °t1'1e environment and that we can build without destroyin<:1-

or polluting. 

Of all the things we have tried to do in state government, I regard 

t:"lis as O!le of the most import2nt.. You are actively involved in what 

m~wt be the mo:Jt rewarding and challenging assignment in all state 

g::>vernment. 

It can be a to'.J.gh aP.1 f:rT.st.rat ing effcrt to strike a bala.:ice between 

' 
·1-y<.;: know m,.-;.st. ~ventually br':! donz.: to protect the environment. And yet, 

•fle must do i·::. .. 
' 

r-.:: .. ~ tr.ensured iH d.'117..Rl:':.; i t:h~ir value is too irnm~-::::isa... But. the program.:> we 

r.:tut en2ci: and ~~1force to fight pollution and to accomplish the other 

tasks you have been assigned do cost money. And that brings me to the 

main purpose of our meeting here today. 

Protecting the environment is a top priority with this administration 
I 

Assuring a stable water supply next year and for the next generation .!§... 

an urgent matter. Developing parks and recreational areas for our people 

is a government obligation we all acknowledge. 

And yet, there never seems. t:o be enough money to do everything we 

would like to do. 



It would be naive to suggest that we will ever be able to satisfy 

al2.. the dollar dema(1..~s whi.ch are rnade each yea£ .JY various government 

programs. Budget requests always grow faster than revenues
1 

or even 

legitimate needs. 

But we have reached a time of crisis and decision in California 

because of two programs: welfare and Medi-Cal. The cost. and caseload 

of these two public assistance programs have grown so swiftly in recent 

years that we are no longer able to finance adequately the many other 

essential programs government must provide. 

! will not recite for you all the staggering statistical evidence .. 

I am sure you have heard the figures mentioned time and again. But I 

would like to point out one numerical fact that emphasizes the magnitude 

of the problem. 

Ten years ago, the state of California had a little more than 

600,000 people on the welfare rolls. Today there are 2~ million and 

there will be an increase of 600,000 more by the end of the next fiscal 

year unless we take decisive steps to stem this growth. 

Welfare and Medi-Cal have become an intolerable financial burden on 

our people and on state and local governments. We must reform it and 
I 

restore welfare .to its proper priority---as one, but just one---of the 

many programs government must provide. 

We have proposed a realistic and reasonable program to do just that 

in California. I have talked about it so much you must be familiar with 

it. But I would like to mention it briefly once more for two reasons: 

first, because it vitally affects you---as an individual citizen and as 

a member of a board or commission representing an essential state 

goverriment; program. 

And second, because we need your help in both those capacities. 

One cf the main goals is to restore dignity to the lives of the 

elderly, blind and disabled. \ 

Then we want to cut through the maze of welfare regulations and law 

and tighten up every one that has been translated into an abuse. 

We want to terminate welfare aid to illegal aliens ••• eliminate food 
I 

stamp eligibility for able-bodied adults between the ages of 18 and 65 ..... 

including the voluntarily unemployed hippies who sneer at society while 

they stand in the check-out line clutching food stamps that are intended 

to help the deserving poor. 

lve want to put a realistic ceiling on the amount of spendable income 

a family may have and still remain eligible for welfare. -3·-
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Finally, there\, _ _,. one other reform we prop~-<:?---the most important 

one of all.. ~e intend to require that able-bodied welfare recipients 

either work, be training for a job or take part in a public assistance 

Task Force. Those who refuse will be denied further welfare aid. 

The loudest opposition to the work requirement is not from the 

recipients themselves: but from those self-appointed champions of the 

poor---the ones who look upon poverty as an acceptable career. They do 

not want the welfare rolls to stop growing because they look upon the 

needy as a political power base. These self-serving and self-appointed 

experts fully realize that when the poor become self-supporting ••• when 

someone goes to work ••• they don't like the idea of supporting others who 

don't work, especially experts whose •expertise' is limited to Lther 

living off the poverty industry or getting on welfare themselves. 

We do not expect to convert these kinds of individuals. 

But we do hope to convince reasonable men and women of all political 

philosophies ••• in every city and town in this state ••• that California 

simply cannot go on financing unlimited Medi-Cal benefits and a public 

assistance program that virtually invites abuses. 

We. must reform welfare to make it fair to those who need help the 

most. Our welfare reform program will do this. 

Those who are opposing this program in tha legislature already have 

accepted the idea of higher taxes this year.. 'i:'hey have given up 

without even cs,n_§idering_ welfare reform. Appa::-;:;ntly, they feel it is 

easier simply to impose higher taxes on the working citizens of California 

than to insist upon the refoxrr.s which all reasonable men and women agree 

are necessary. 

We have not given up. But we do need help.. We need your influence 

and your support. 

Tell your friends to write their legislators and C:~;:r1<:md welfare 

reform. Tell them that the only alternative to welfare reform is hiqher 

taxes ••• indefiQitely. 

Urge your County Supervisors to get behind this program. Despite 

the false propaganda you have heard, our reform.does not mean a financial 

burden to counties. Instead, counties will save more than $100 million 

a year and the state will assume the basic health costs for 800,000 peoplf 

who now must be cared for entirely at county expense. The state will 

take over administrative expenses that we now share with counties. 

---"")-
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' l In order to m~~t the concern of some county officials who honestly 

feared a cost shift to local government 1 we have amended our welfare 

reform. And many of those who previously expressed opposition say they 

are satisfied .. 

There is no longer any reason, no honest cause for opposing welfare 

reform .. 

Our people want it. And we must have welfare reform unless we are 

prepared to abandon many other vital state programs 1 including those we 

need to protect the environment. 

Take this message with you to the people you know., Ask them for 

their support, as I am asking you now for yours .. 

The choice is simple and it must be made now: higher taxes or 

welfare reform .. 

(NOTE;; 

###### 

Since Govarnor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 
to, or changes in the above text. However, the governor will 
stand by the above quotes). 
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It is customary for a speaker, when invited to address such a 

distinguished gathering, to describe the opportunity as a privilege. 

And I am privileged to be with you this evening, privileged and 

honored. 

No one could stand before this particular assembly without also 

feeling deep humility and great pride. 

Humility because that is the only possible emotion in the face 

of the human courage and sheer fortitude we are acknowledging by our 

presence here tonight: and pride because it is an occasion for pride 

to see so many Americans expressing their personal concern for the 

fate of a gallant few. 

It is these missing men who are the real guests of honor here 

tonight. And perhaps it is appropriate for us to leave. one empty 

chair on this rostrum and mark it reserved--reserved for those who 

cannot be with us, but whos.e courage ,and endurance in captivity 

hr.ought us together. 

We are not here for a partisan reason. We ~re here for a 

humanitarian cause. And our cause transcends any political divisions. 

We are not here as hawks or doves. We are here as Americans who are 

concerned about the plight of almost 1,600 brave countrymen who are 

missing or held prisoner by t:1~: enemy in Southeast Asia. 

Some of them have been held captive for six 0r even seven years ••• 

longer than any other prisoners in any oK our past ~ or conflicts. 

The fact that we do not even know how many are prisoners is a grim 

reminder of the inhumane and barbaric treatment.they are enduring~ 

In violation of the most basic terms\ of the Geneva Convention, 

the enemy has not given us a complete listing of the men they hold 

prisoner.; The North Vietnamese Communists have not allowed Red Cross 

teams to visit the internment camps .to see that these prisoners are 

receiving humane treatment. They have not permitted release of the 

sick and injured. And they have not even exhibited a minimum of human 

decency and compassion by allowing the men they hold to maintain a 

regular correspondence with their wives and children. _,_ 
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Instead, time (~.id again, the Communists h1ve cruelly and cynically 

used the plight of our missing men in a sadistic game to further their 

own aims. 

Only some among us tonight--the wives and familles of these brave 

men--can ever really know in full measure the terribl; anguish this 

inhumanity has caused. 

But millions of Americans, from every corner of this land, who 

can only try to imagine your pain, say to you and to all the other 

wives and relatives of our missing and imprisoned men: We want with 

all our hearts to share your burden. 

There is an extra element of tragedy in the plight of your 

husbands, sons and bnotherso Unlike other conflicts, in other times, 

they cannot take comfort in the knowledge that whatever their hardships, 

America is united behind them. 

This is the first group of American prisoners of war who have 

ever had to endure--along with captivity--the bitter awareness that 

some of their own countrymen are more concerned about the enemy than 

about them. No doubt many participate in parades for peace with all 

sincerity, but I would find that easier to believe if they weren•t 
I 

marching beneath the enemy's flag. 

One of the more prominent demonstrators recently said on national 

television the prisoner of war problem was a "joke" and that there is 

no way to get them home without setting a firm date for withdrawal in 

advance. 

The issue of the prisoners is not a joke. It is the single 

most important issue involved in this long and savage war and we want 

them back~ .. 

Those in America who speak of "peace" say it can be easily 

purchased by accepting the terms the enemy has dictated. They imply 

that the United States and those who serve their coun~ry's military 

forces do not share their desire for peace. Whatever tbe divisions we 

may have over the origins of the Vietnam War, the desire for peace is 

unanimous. And nowhere is this felt more strongly than among the men 

who know the sight and sound and smell of war. 

Some of the ugliest and more lasting scars in this war have been 

inflicted, not by the enemy on a far-away battlefield, but by 

divisions among our own people, at home, in our own streets. 
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Psychological wl_iare is practiced in time~~ war to reduce the 

enemy's belief in his own cause, to make him distrust his own leaders 

and colleagues ••• to raise serious doubts in his own mind about the 

justice of his system of government and to make him lose faith in the 

stated objectives of his society. 

No matter what their declared intent or how sincere the 

demonstrators' desire for "peace", they have been fulfilling the 

mission of psychological warfare---not against the enemy, but against 

our own nation .. 

And the cost of this has been the unnecessary deaths of thousands 

of young Americans and an unnecessary prolonging of the suffering and 

hardships of our prisoners of war. 
./ 

Peace demonstrators subscribe to many myths easily exposed if 

only they were interested in the truth. How many students have been 
. ~· 

assigned Marvin Gettleman's book on the VJ;etnC!;n:.war as outside reading? 

And have any been told to test it's blatant propaganda against the 

historical facts in "Vietnam: Anatomy of Conflict" (by Wesley Fishel)? 
\ 
\ 

Professor Fishel's book commits the apparent academic sin of 

recalling the entire history of the Vietnam conflict, including the 

fact that that great Vietnamese patriot, 
1
':ao Chi Minh, never saw his 

native land in all the years between 1911 and 1940. 

Nor was this because he was in lonely exile. Be was a founder 

of the French conununist Party and in 1924, wor!{ed in Moscow as an 

official representative of the French Communists. When he did return 

to Vietnam, he did so as a rep:-:esent.ative of the comitern, fomenting 

revolution against the Frenc1! in that phase of this long war .. 

Ho Chi Minh was not even a true Vietnamese ~ationalist. In fact, 

iti 1946 ••• hefore the National Union movement had actually engaged the 

w=ench in combat ••• Ho enginee~ed the slaughter of many Vietnamese 

nationa.lipt supporters ••.. those who were interested in a truly free 

Vietnam. · 

-3-
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One of the Conu .. u.nist tactics was simple assassination of all who 

dared disagree with them. Another was to send the Vietnamese 

nationalists as a vanguard against the French. In one incident, 

2, 000 young Vietnamese between the ages of 15 and 20 \·;ere left to defend 

Hanoi while.Ho's own Communist forces slipped out the back door. Thi~ 

was hardly original with Ho---it is standard Communist cperating 

prodedure. 
~ 

Or doesn't anyone rera~er World War II when the Polish and 

Jewish guerrillas in the Warsaw ghetto were told by the advancing 

Soviet armies to rise up and strike against the Nazis as the Russians 

attacked the city. 

The signal was given and Warsaw freedom fighters struck with 

every weapon they had, including rocks and bricks. But, the Soviet 

army halted its advance and waited--waited until there were no sounds 

of conflict from the ghetto--nou even the cries of the wounded---just 

a deadly silence. The communists would not be sharing power with 

local leaders when they took over Poland from the Naziso 

It only took a few days in Warsaw.. In Hanoi the young Vietnamese 

nationalists betrayed by Ho Chi Minh held out for two months before 

the benevolent kindly dictator Uncle Ho heard the silence he was 

waiting foro 

Another.myth is that at the Geneva Conference on Indo-China in 

19540 the United States and South Vietnam agreed to hold free elections 

to unify the c9untry and that we refused to honor the agreement for 

fear Ho would win. All propagandists sell this one--Richard Goodwin, 

Felix Greene, Dr. Spock and Horman cousins. They often misuse a quote 

f rorn the late President Eisenhower to support this claim---always 

carefully omitting the lines which would reveal he was speaking of 

an elect;on that would have pitted Ho Chi.Minh or anyone else against 

the French puppet Emperor Bao Dai. 

-4-
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The truth is the \ ~ted States and South Vie~ m did not endorse 

the so-called 1956 election proposal---not because they were not 

interested in free elections, but because Ho Chi Minh and the Communists 

refused to agree to hold such free elections under international 

supervision. The United States was not included as an official party in 

the final settlement of the French Indo-China war. 

Subsequently South Vietnam rep~atedly proposed free elections 

throughout the country---to be held under international supervision when 

peace and order was restored. Always it was Ho who refused. 

In 1955 the people of South Vietnam proved the correctness of 

Pr~sident Eisenhower's assessment of Emperor Bao Dai.. In a legitimate 

referendum with.90 percent of the people participating he was 

overwhelmingly defeated by the late President Diem,. 

A year later the Diem government announced that South Vietnam would 

accept the defacto separation of Vietnam and would not resort to force 

in an effort to re-unify the country. He urged the re-unification of 

Vietnam by peaceful means through truly democratic and free elections. 

·Ag~in it was Ho who rejected such overtures. 

Then on May 8, 1960, Ho Chi Mi~h held his kind of election. There 

was no need for voting booths because there was no secret ballot. The 
I 

people of Vietnam marked their ballots at tables sat up on street corners, 

helped by Ho •s Communist agents. And what do y::.u know? Ho got almost 

99 percent of the vote~ Less than a third of t'.'..'7.e other offices were even 

contested. 

All this time there was a~ International Control Commission set up 

by the 1954 Geneva agreemer ... ts.. r-::. did very little because the Communists 

had insisted on unanimous decisions_ The represent.~tives were from 

Canada, India and Communist Poland and the Communist member could be 

counted on for a consistent vet.-:;. Finally in 1962 the representatives 

of Canada and India charged the Communists of North Vietnam with subversive 

and
1
hostile actions designed to overthrow the free government of South 

Vietnam. 

This is just part of the histor1· so often edited out of the versions 

some of our students receive. 
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But all of this ( historical fact---availali . to anyone who seeks 

the truth about Vietnam. 

For those in the demonstrations and marches, especially those who 

truly believe in peace and prefer to march under our flag---! have a 

question: suppose we do what they propose? Tell the e:i~:.ri~:t we are gettin~ 

out now---give them a date and unilaterally lay dOY-7!1 our '·reapons? We 

are told the enemy will leave our departing men unmolested and return 

our prisoners after we have reduced our presence to zero-:---demonstrators, 

Congressmen, Senators and any number of assorted bleeding hearts tell 

us this. 

What if they are wrong? What if there is even one chance that the 

enemy descends on our retreati;.1g forces once their numbers had been 

sufficiently reduced? What if there is a battle on the beach---a 

"Dunkirk 1
t with thousands of our young men killed and captured? Do our 

pleaders for peace have facts not known to the President? Will they 

guarantee absolutely this will not happen? 

The answer, of course, is they have no such facts and they can ma1 

no such certain guarantee. They are just sure in their own minds that 

everything will turn out all right. If it does not---well their purpose 
I 

was noble. Their only sin was wanting peace---at any price. But 

someone else will pay that price. 

The President has no such easy write-off. As Commander-in-Chief 

he must take into consideration even that one in a million possibility 

of disaster---for he must answer to each one of our men and for each one 
i 
i ; 

of them. 

Into his consideration must go all that he knows of the enemy---the 

murder of more than 30,000 village leaders, the violation of holiday 

truces, the slaughter and burial of thousands of men, women and children 

at Hue. nc must remember the terrorist bombings of school rooms, buses, 

movie theaters and street corner crowds long before we were even in th~ 

war,, There are a million refugees who fled North Vietnam to escape the 

mass executions in the North which were as savage and senseless as the 

mass murder of landlords by Mai Tse Tung in China. 

- 6 -
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For four years we( we sat at the table in Pa, s offering bombing 
\, 

halts, cease fires and mutual withdrawal. Never once has the enemy said 

"If you do this your prisoners will be returned", he has said only that 

he will talk about it if we will quit. 

Some of those who yearn for peace as well as some members of 

Congress have been playing Russian Roulette again at no risk to them-

selves .. For the gun was always aimed at someone else's head. 

There are signs that the enemy---badly hurt in Cambodia and Laos---

was putting out feelers indicating he might finally be ready to do 

business in the Paris meetings. The massive demonstrations, the talk in 

Congress of trying to vote our capitulation, has given him reason to 

hc.ng on a while longer, ·to launch raids and increase American casualties 

for propaganda value here at home. How many young Americans died and 

will die in Vietnam because of the parades and speeches i~ Washington? 

The enemy has been encouraged to believe he can win the cruel waiting 

ga1~e---not by how many divisions he can put in the field in Vietnam but 

by how many divisions there are among our own people---here in Americaw 

The President has chosen, as he should1 a program of wit1!1::awal 

geared directly tc;> the ability of t7Je South Vietnamese to assum~:! 

r-;sponsibility for their own defense. And this too is our concern, or 

have some of us decided we no longer hold out the hand of brotherhood 

At one of our state colleges recently a speaker was explaining our 

Vietnam policy. A middle-aged man in the audience began heckling him 

anC: of course was immediately j.;;~ned 1:-y a certain element among the 

c .. :~::c:0'7.r:ts,. ~hen a young man in ·;:J.1.?. audience stood u.p and addressed the 

h:~c:!'\:lers. He was an exchange student from Vietna.m-~···in fact a refugee 

=~=0m North Vietnam. 

I He said, "::f you don't thi::-J.;,: it is in your interest to help my 
\ 
\ 

c<:'l.::-:_':.::y---why don •t you get out? It's that easy, you don't have to find 

~ ... :i re.~son---just go." And then he maae it plain that his people need our 

help, but he asked, "Do you really ever think.about our people, wonder 

about them--~do you care about them? If you don't---if you don't want 

to help us then go home. 11 The crowd was .c:;ilent---I ~..vould like to think---

ashamed. 
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We can hope that\ :etings like this one here "night will help 

Hanoi from fatally misreading the mood of America. 

The President has offered the Communists an immediate ceaEe fire 

throughout Indochina, the immediate release of all prisoners, al all 

Indochina peace conference, complete withdrawal of all ouf.:side f->rc.es 

and a political settlement of the hostilities there. Bu~ he has said 

we will not abandon our men who are prisoners. We will stay as long as 

we have to and do what we have to, to get them back. 

Millions of Americans must endorse this position, must in a 

thunderous voice tell Congressmen, Senators and the faint of heart---but 

most particularly the enemy---he is not going to win his war h~re in 

Main Street America. 

Some of the young ladies on my staff have been wearing bracelets 

which are distributed by a student group on behalf of our prisoners. 

Each bracelet bears a name and date. The name of a missing man and 

the date he was lost. On~ reads---Lt. David Rehmann---12-2-66. The 

lieutenant is a U .. s .. Navy pilot from Lancaster, California. He. is 

known to be a prisoner---a captive for 4~ years. 

I find myself asking, "~v'here do we find such men? 0 Young men who 

leave their homes and loved ones to go half a world away. They fly out 

over a strange land through machine gun and rocket fire and then having 

done their appointed task seek out a dot on the ocean and try to land in 

stormy darkness on the heaving deck of a carrier. 

What produces these young men---where do they come from? The answer 

is so simple. America produces them and has in every time of crisis for 

200 years. They come from our cities,. our farms, our small towns. 

Last December, ToV. recorded the White House meeting of the President 
I 

and some of the gallant leaders of that daring attempt to rescue 

prisoners from a camp in the enemy heartland. The President asked the 

commander where he had found such men. The answer so quietly given 

should have thrilled every American. He said, "We coulo l:ave had 

thousands, Sir." Thousands willing to gamble their lives to save 

another---greater glory hath no man. 
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But even this he:, ~c rescue mission became t'. object of criticism 

and debate by some public officials whose carping surely lent some 

measure of comfort to the enemy. 

A decade ago, an American President said that Americans should let 

the word go forth that we would pay any price, bear any h.1::-den, to 

assure the survival of all those things we hold preciou~----to guarantee 

that the freedoms we enjoy will be secured for our children and their 

children. 

Those words should be a reminder of the very meaning and purpose of 

government; to offer the protection of all to even the least among us 

whe~ever in the world he may be. Distance alone must not be allowed to 

rob a man of his God-given right to life and liberty. 

If we are unwilling to make such a pledge to each other then our 

trumpet will sound an uncertain note and all the world will hear.. And 

therein lies great danger. From the vantage point of history, we look 

back on wars we might have avoided had an enemy not mistaken our desire 

for peace or our patience for weakness .. 

We are not given to bellicose sabre rattling or unnecessary 
I 

belligerance. B.ut the savage captors of our young men must be made to 

know that each one of those young men is precious to us: that there will 

be no peace until they are restored to th~ir families.. Our President 

has said as much. Now it is up to all of us to make it unmistakably 

clear to the enemy that he spoke only what is in the heart of each one 

of us. We will not buy our peace by abandoning even one Ameri~an. 

~F#if##### 

(NOTE: .since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 
t.~-, or changes in the above text .. '· However, the governor will 
stand by the above quotes) .. 
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Because of the change to Democratic control of the l€gislature and 

the close party division in the Assembly and the Senate, it was obvious 

from the start that we would have to work together to achieve realistic 

tax and welfare reform and to solve the state's cash-flow difficulties 

and the other revenue problems caused by the national economic decline. 

These are not partisan issues. And the people don't car~ who gets 

screen credit (nor do I) so long as we meet the state's essential needs 

without increasing the cost and size of government and without increasing 

the taxes our peo~le are ~lready paying. 

For five months now, we have attempted to develop a bi-partisan tax 

reform program with the legislative leadership. Our goal is to shift somE 

of the .intolerable burden from the homeowner to a number of broader based 

taxes. This should be a bi-partisan cinch. Both parties have pledged to 

do as much for more than four years. So at the beginning of this 

legislative session I proposed a joint effort to construct a workable, 

practical and acceptable tax reform plan. Unfortunately no one came to 

the party. 

i~1en it became apparent that time was running out we proposed an 

administration tax reform program that includes the essential elements it 

must have to assure that the property tax burden on homeowners will---

in fact as well ,as theory---be substantially reduced .. 

There is general agreement that tax reform is an urgent necessity, 

yet some citizens remain wary of major changes in the tax laws and with 

good reason. Too often in the past, they were handed 11tax reform" which 

turnad out to be a tax increase. It does the homeowner little: good for 

the state to provide p:roperty tax relief. if local or ccurr~y government 

solves its revenue problems by raising the tax rates so as to wash out 

the state funded reduction. That is why, in our program, we insist~J 

upo~ including expenditure controls for counties and school districts 

to guarantee the homeowner the property tax reli~f .,~ receive~ fro!T'. rhe 

stat~ will not fade like a vacation tan. 
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Qµr opponents have two tax reform programs which contain some 

elements that are necessary in any reform package, although neither 

marks any attempt to impose expenditure controls. 

/l.t first glance .. the tax relief they promise sounds enticing--

until you read the fine print. Then you discover that both programs 
! 

contain exactly what some of our skeptical citizens fear~--a massivt 

tax increase disguised as tax reform ••. as much as $500 million more per 

year with absolutely no guarantee that the homeowners tax relief will 

be permanently reduced. 

Without going into a detailed comparison, let me point out a few 

p·-:::ints you should be interested in: There would be no guaran+.:eed tax 
relief for agriculture in either of these two plans. 

Our program last year and this year does include provisions t.o 

encourage op'en sp~es and the prase~vation of agricultural l~d for 

food production. 

California recognized a number of years ago the unfair practice of 

assBssing farm and ranch land fer its highest potential rsther than on 

the basis of actual use. As a =esult, the California Land Conservation 

Act was adopted and 41 of the state's 58 counties are now pa;:ticipattl'.'!g 

More than 6~ million acres, about 1/6 of the state's agricultural 

land, is presently set aside in agricultural preserves under provisions 

of the Williamson Land Conserv.ration Act' a~d ~F:·;:ifji
1

~~i::es for lower property 

tax rates. The effect has been to reduce the assessed val.ue of these 

lands by more than $227 million, saving the owners $22 million a year. 

We propose to reimburse c~~nties and other local agencies for part 

of the revenues they lose as ?. =.·>~sult of the open f:'pace program and have 

set aside $12 million for this reimbursement in the first year and a 

total of $57 million over the next four years. 

\ 
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Both of these other tax reform plans also propose what amounts to a 

'tax relief 1 cash subsidy to non~·ta~:payers. They would authorize income 
_,,,,,,. 

tas; credits or refunds of $35 to $7 5 for all ren-t'ers---regardless of 

whether they owed any taxes or not, This part of their program may not 

even be constitutional. But apparently they think it is sound fiscal 

policy to provide tax relief to those who don't owe any t~xes. 

Our plan provides that each renter would receive a tax credit of 

up to $50 a year to apply against his·. state income taxes. This would be 

in addition to the current double standard exemption. If the taxpayer 

o~red less than $50, his entire tax obligation ~ould be forgiven. If he 

owed $100, it would be cut in ha.lf. By ~ecifying tax credits, we insure 

that the revenues set aside for tax relief will go only to those who pay 

taxes. 

./' ..--- -- -Romeo'Wn.ers would recsi.ve property tax reductions ranging from 100 

percent for smaller homes to a maximum of 20 pe.rcent for homes costing 

~47,000 or more. A home with a market value of $15,000 would receive a 

55 percent reduction, taxes on homes in the $25,000 range would be cut 

by 34 percent. 

--- .,.,.... We also pre-pose to :r:0:i.:nb2:::·r;e counties for 60 p·srcent of ~ost ,.,. 
welfare costs in excess of 25 ct:.nts on the cotmty 's tax rate; our plan 

i 

~ . ..,iould shift $44 million in county costs to thZ; ~:;tate by 'h?tving the state 

asst4:nn the. cu:rr-;;:-;,t $1, 000 veterans property te:x exzm;?tion • 
.-

!t"ow;' to· f:'"i.r1ance the program; 

--the state sales tax would be increased not to exce~d or:~ cent; 

--bank al'!d corporation taxBs w:mld go to 7;2 percent this y;;:ar and 

to 8 percent in 1974; 

--pers~nal income t;:;;xe.s in the highest brackets would be increased; 

--the oil esp let ion allow::.mce w:>u!d be lcwered to the Scffi.3 level 

thci.t the f~deral gov·~z!"lmEm.t allows, and; 

--there wo1..1ld ba a minimum income tax .. 

Possibly the most. important d~.ff.ar:;.nce between our -3ppro=c~'J. and 

theirs is how to use the so-called "wi~dfall"---that one time b".lndle of 

mo!:ley government gets in the first year when it st;;;rts collecting s':2\:e 

income taxes by withholding. ,This aroounts to roughly $500 million. 
' 

We prol?ose to the taxpayers as a one-time rebate approximately 50 
percent or $250 million of that windfall. The other $250 million will 
be utilized to meet essential capital construction needs .... for school 

and community college constru~tion1 higher ecucation and parks and 
recreational developments, without raising income t;:ix rates. 
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The change to withholding also would mean substantial sums in 

permanent ongoing revenues. However, because the economic slump has 

continued to reduce the tax revenues we had counted on to fund the 

budget we submitted last February, we have a revenue gap .. 

We propose to meet this gap largely by using this permanent ongc ~,J , 

increase in state revem2es .. 

In my state-of-the-state and inaugural messages, I said I am firmly 

opposed to increasing taxes and I still believe we must make every effort 

to avoid a tax increase. 

Yet one of the other plans (Moscone) proposes to use up the entire 

withholding windfall for spending. It does not provide a one-time 

rebate to the taxpayers. And it ~uu1d use up both the ongoing and one

time revenues that will be available from withholding_ to finance ongoing 

programs. 

In effect, it sets a tax time-bomb with a one year fuse because 

the~e would be a built-in future deficit. To accept that would break 

faith with the taxpayers. 

I have been called stubborm and inflexible f~r resisting these tYJ:. a 

\ · of so-called "tax reforms .. " If it is inflexible to refuse to enact a 

built-in tax increase in the guise of tax reform, then it is a type of 

infle~ibility our citizens have a right to' expect from their elected 
i 

officials at all levels of government. 

There has been too much cynical maneuvering on tax reform~ The 

beleaguered homeowners are entitled to a realistic progr~m that will 

permanently ease their property tax burden. And I plan to continue to 

fight for that kind of true t~:}C =eform. 
' 

The subjects I have mentioned---tax reform, and a balanced budget---r 

are both important. But neither can be achieved unless we also act in 

our ,most 
\ ' 

urgent priority. That., ladies and, gentlemen, is to reform a 

welfare system that threatens to saddle the people of California with a 

tax increase this year, next year and every year unless we adopt some 

reasonable restraints and limit assistance to those who truly need help. 

After four years of trying in bits and pieces to make the present 

open ended welfare system work. we put a team of attorneys and management 

specialists to work on welfare reform last year. They combed through the 

laws to trace the many examples of outrageous welfare abuse that you 

read about in the newspapers. 
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After seven months of work, we submitted to the legislature a 

comprehensive 70-point welfare reform program to close the loopholes, 

restore dignity to the system and increase benefits for the truly 

rteedy---without raising taxes .. 

Some of our reforms were measures requiring legislation.. Some 

could be done by administrative changes. We are already instituting 

those. Our total package---including legislation and regulation 

changes---will save more than $600 millio~ in state, county and federal 

welfare expenditures in the next fiscal year and will allow us to 

balance the budget---without increasing taxes. 

The only legislative alternative presented thus far would eliminate 

O!:·.e of the chief parts of our program---a provision that welfare 

employees be required to prove that applicants truly need assistance 

before they are certifiec for welfare. 

Moreover, this Democrat "substitute" would undermine the work 

req~drement program which we proposed as a means of res·cc::ing to public 

assistance the discipline and dign:i.ty of work for those able-bodied 

recipients who may need t$m?orary assistance---but who should not be 

regarded as permanently depende~t. 

Ten years ago, tb<:?re .. ,;ere about 600,000 people on welfare in 

California .. · Today,'there are moz-e than 2.4 million and unless we act to 

stem this e;;{;cess ive g:rowth, th~ increase alone will be another 600, 000 

by the end of t~~ next fiscal year. 

The people of California and those in every other st~~e have lost 

faith in the present welfare e:v~b~m.. They see it for what it is---a 

co:;:ifusing hodge=podge of confl.:~e-J:ing and ridiculous regulations that 

encourage abuses. 

Yet every time someone proposes a realistic and effective reform to 

eliminate welfare fraud and ls·:.:r·1l abuses# opponents char9~ that reform 

is an: effort to deprive the needy. 

Does anyone think it is fair for families earning $600 a month---a 

_igure well above any poverty line yet proposed---to receive the same 

size welfare check as a family which has no income at all? 

The tederally mandated regulations in the current program not only 

allow such an inequity~ they actually encourage this kind of abuse. 
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Should the working citizens of California be forced to pay higher 

and higher taxes to finance unlimited medical benefits for those on 

welfare---benefit two to three tir0es greater than the basic health 

protection most citizens can afford for their own families? 

Is there something wrong with trying to impose rea:::;c:::..able restraint 

that would assure that our y.;elfare dollars go to those "WJ:o need help 

most? 

Should we accept the prospect of a permanent and growing population 

of able-bodied welfare recipients who---once certified as needy---are 

entitled to lifetime support at the expense of the taxpayers? This is 

not the purpose of public assistance. 

We have proposed a work requirement for able-bodied adults. 

this provision, adults on welfare would be required to be either seek. 

employment, training for a job or they would have to take part in a 
/ / / 

public assistance wor'k force to qualify for further aid. If they refus 

they will be denied welfare. 

The main purpose of this work=oriented program would be to change 

the direction of the Aid to Families with Dependent Children categ.ory-~~ 

the area where many of the publicize~ abuses occur. Ventura County 

already has agreed to test this concept of regarding able-bodied adult 

recipients as temporarily unemployed rather than as permanent dependents 

on public assistance. -Finally, we hope to restore dignity to the lives of our senior -citizens, the blind and the disabled by taking them permanently out of 
..,,,.. 

the welfare program. We want to provide them with automated monthly 
.,,..,.. 

checks in a. program similar to Social Security. 

With 'the savings this would permit, we would ultimately be able to 

increase their benefits. The overall reforms in the other parts of our 

program a,lso would allow us to increase benefits for those families who 

hav~ little or no income. 'They are the on~s who suffer m:::FJt because the 

present system allows many people to claim benefits even tDough they h~ 

·ufficient:means to meet their own basic needs. 

These are humanit~rian goals. These are reasonable goals. Welfc.:.:-e 

as it exists today is dividing our people and aggravating rather than 

alleviating social tensions. 

We must change it. We must reverse its course so that it will not 

be what it is today---a certain pathway to defeat and dejection for those 

who must rely on it for support. 
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There is a definite difference in philosoph:ie s behind the 

disagreement on welfare reform---a radically different belief with 

regard to the role of government. Our efforts to achieve tax and we: 

reform are based on the premise that it is our duty to balance the 

budget, provide realistic tax reform and reform a disc~e~:.E:ted welfarE 

system---without raising taxes. In short, that governmt:i::t should be 

limited in size and power and the people left to run their own lives 

much as possible consistent with an orderly society. Opposed to this 

view are those who believe government is ordained to provide for the 

people not justto satisfy the bare needs of government, but to 

subsidize government's wants. 

We do not believe the people of California want.their elected 

officials to raise taxes without first exerting every effort to avoid 

increasing the financial burden on our citizens. 

The Constitution requires us to have a balanced budget. The peor: 

want a balanced budget without a tax increase. But apparently, some i 

the legislature are misreading the mood of the public. 

It is crucially important in these final weeks of the legislature 

to let them know they are mistaken, that they cannot use welfare and 

tax reform as a vehicle for raising taxes. 

If you want a balanced budget, a fair and equitable tax and 

welfare reform, write to your legislators and let them know how you fee 

The people elected their public officials to solve problems1 not 

to play politics with the fiscal future of California~ 

###### 

(NOTE: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 
to, or changes in the above text_ However~ the governor will 
stand by the above quotes). 
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Two years ago, when I addressed you, my topic was the People's Park 

controversy across the Bay in Berkeley, a subject which to that point 

there had been shed much heat and very little light. 

There were at that time those who said firm handling of that 

situation by the established authorities could only lead to disaster, to 

a complete collapse of the University of California's home campus of 

Berkeley. 

But the Campanile still stands and the University remains one of 

the world's greatest institutions of higher learning. 

Today campus-related violence seems to be subsiding.. But there have 

been other direct challenges to the University's traditional role in our 

society. I refer not only to the University of California, but to 

campuses all across the nation. 

Just a yea.r ago, one of those ugly symptoms seized the spotlight: 

the willful use of the classroom by too many faculty members trying to 

impose on students their own beliefs and bias. They called it 

"re-constitution of courses." Actually it turned out to be instant 

grades and units for rapping about the war: a manipulation of academic 

freedom contradicting the very purpose of the academy as a place where 

truth and knowledge can be pursued objectively, without fear. Protests 

v?e:ce voiced by the public, many students and by thoughtful faculty 

rr,embers who know that the University as an institution cannot survive 

if it permits itself to become an instrument of physical or intellectual 

coercion on behalf of one political view. 

For more than 100 years the campus in America has represented 

society's highest devoticn to objectivity, a place where reason ruled 

over emotion, where the cultural values of our civilization were passed 

on from generation to generation, pushing forward the frontiers of 

knowledge,. 

Too often, in these past 7~ years, we have forgotten that primary 

goal. But now the volume of revolutionary rhetoric has been lowered. 

There are few street confrontations and fewer buildings being captured. 
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Perhaps working together we can restore the public's confi~nce 

in the University---the confidence it enjoyed and earned through 

dedication to academic goals in all those other decades. 

Unfortunately, our efforts to return to the fundamental purpose of 

higher education must take place this year within the context of a 

severe economic pinch which has required a general tightening of budgets 

in both public and private institutions of higher education---in 

California and throughout the country. 

The challenge today is not whether outside assistance is necessary 

to keep the University operating in the face of a threat of violence, 

but whether the University community itself will choose to take the 

necessary action to meet its responsibilities. 

The people of California have long considered education to be the 

state's No. 1 priority. They know our educational system prepares our 

youth for informed and rational functioning within a free and democratic 

society. 

In recent weeks, a parade of University spokesmen have gone forth 

to solicit public support for greater spending than our proposed budget 

allocates for the next fiscal year. They have contacted alumni and other 

friends of the University. They have painted a picture of impending 

educational disaster if the University's demands for increased funding 

are not met. 

I do not take issue with their right, indeed their duty to 

vigorously press the University 1 s requests for state financing. But my 

own responsibility is to a much broader constituency than just one area 

of government or one essential public program. 

I have to balance the University's claim for more money against 

other, equally urgent needs and then match the sum total of these claims 

against the state's ability to finance them and against the ability of 

our economy to absorb an increased tax burden at a time when the national 

economy is taking its first slow step back from an economic recession. 

Since they have not pointed this out, I will---we are not discussing a 

changed emphasis on priorities. Education is already our No. l priority. 

To accept the University's financial demands means a tax increase for 

our people. 
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So these questions must be posed to you and to the people of 

California for your impartial judgment. Is the state arbitrarily 

stifling the University through budget reductions? Is higher education 

and this state's commitment to excellence endangered by requests for 

better management of the University's financial resources and personnel? 

Do we have on our campuses an overworked faculty, unable to function 

effectively because the teaching activity we expect is far beyond a 

reasonable level? 

The budget we have proposed for the University of California in the 

coming year is at about the same level of state support we provided 

this year.. T'hat is more than $337 million and reflects a 40 perce~t-

increase during these past four years~ The State Colleges have received 

an increase of 88 percent and state aid to the community colleges has 

gone up 151 percent. Student aid- ... -grants and scoolarships---have 

quadrupled. 

All told, our proposed budget for the support of higher education 

is more than two-thirds of a billion dollars---highest in the state's 

history. 

Every state-financed program, including the University, would like 

to have more. Sometimes advocates of increased funding compare our 

spending to that of our sister state New York. They are not doing that 

so much this year. Unl:i.ke California; New York proposes to provide fewer 

tax dollars next year for higher education than it did this year. Some 

300 to 400 vacant faculty and staff positions in higher education are 

being abolished and 500 permanent and temporary employees are to be 

laid off. There has even bsen talk of not admitting a freshman class at 

all to that state's university system next fall. New York's governor 

and the legislature have cut $750 million from the budget requests for 

all education and are lay~ng off thousands of state employees. 

In Illinois, the budget for higher education has been reduced by 

more than $177 million. The State of Washington suggests a salary cut 

for all members of the faculty, as well as for other employees. 

Every major state university system is undergoing a period of 

financial austerity. 

In Michigan, the governor has asked for a reduction in enrollment at 

the University next year. Spokesmen for the State University say budget 

reductions in that state mean in inevitable "erosion toward mediocrity." 

The words and music have a familiar sound. 
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Here, University of California spokesmen imply that the University 

is being singled out for economic persecution. They make reference to 

four years of "economic decline" when, in fact, during the past four 

budget years, they have had an increase in General Fund dollars greater 

than in any previous four years. 

Sacramento has been blamed for specific curtailment of specific 

programs when, in fact, the constitution provides that only the 

University itself may decide where to put and where to withhold the 

dollars available. 

Most significantly, they have suggested that the only solution to 

the University's financial problem is greater funding. By their actions 

and attitude, they have rejected the prospect of meeting this situation 

through internal belt tightening, modifying programs or re-examining the 

teaching workload and the usage of existing faculties. 

The University implies that this is not possible, that to teach more, 

to give greater priority to instruction and to senior faculty contact 

with s·tudents, would jeopardize educational excellence. 

The layman has no way of evaluating the validity of that claim. 

Yet those of us in the executive and legislative branches must attempt 

to do so if we are to carry out our responsibilities of providing the 

maximum possible state support for the University while meeting other 

essential needs within the revenues we have available. 

Let us examine, then, the University of California 1 s position that 

the only solution to its financial problems is increased funding by the 

taxpayers of this state. Particularly, let us examine the University's 

attitude toward the teaching load, its approach to classroom use, and 

its salary scale. 

FACULTY TEACHING WORKLOAD 

Historically, teaching has been afforded equal status with research 

and other functions in our institutions of higher learning. In Californic 

New York, Michigan, nine or ten hours in the classroom per week---or 

about three lecture courses---is traditionally regarded as an appropriate 

teaching workload. By adding the time spent developing courses, 

interviewing students, and for such activities as individual study, this 

usually brings the time devoted to teaching to about 50 percent for an 

average faculty member, with the other time available for research. 
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In the colleges---which do not have equivalent research obligations-· 

12 hours or four three-unit lecture courses is regarded as the norm and 

15 hours is the standard workload for community college faculties. 

The legislative analyst confirmed this standard in 1962-63 and past 

records show the University has operated quite effectively, without 

faculty discontent, at even higher levels. According to one of its own 

publications, classroom teaching hours in the mid-SOs ranged from 17.3 

hours weekly for undergraduates to 15.2 hours at the post-graduate level~ 

And it was during that time the University of California achieved iti 

enviable reputation for educational excellence. 

During the intervening years, unfortunately, teaching has been 

neglected or downgraded. Unknown to the public or those representing 

the public, universities across the country have dramatically reduced 

their teaching activities. 

University spokesmen protest that the faculty works "sixty hours a 

week." Perhaps they do. But it is the lack of balance of their work 

that is our concern. If they worked 80 hours a week, it would not be 

enough if teaching was neglected. The public expects, the students need 

and our financial condition requires that teaching be restored to equal 

status with researcho 

A recently completed audit of classroom contact hours by the 

University of California faculty in 36 sample departments picked at 

random on the nine University campuses reveals an average of only 4.3 

hours in the classroom each week. We all know and readily concede that 

some of the more demanding disciplines may require greater research. 

But how is it that full prcfessors in physics---an area in which the 

University of California possibly leads the world---managed to spend 

more time with their students than professors in the sociology 

department? 

The University supplies figures which suggest at best that the 

overall average time spent in the classroom by the regular faculty was 

6.7 hours per week for 1969-70 and is expected to be 7.2 hours for the 

current year, rather than the traditional standard of nine~ 

Equivalent figures for the State Colleges show an average teaching 

time of 10.3 hours rather than the traditional 12. But unlike the 

University, State College administrators assure us they are restoring 

the 12 hour teaching load. 
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I have long argued that the University need not turn away a single 

student (as they threatened to do if budgets are not increased). All 

that is necessary is that the faculty spend in the classroom the number 

of hours they are expected to devote to teaching. 

Our budget for the University is based on a student-faculty ratio 

that assumes the faculty will teach nine hours a week .. 

CLASSROOM UTILJ}3ATIO~ 

California's Coordinating Council for Higher Education has found 

that one third of the University's undergraduate classes had enrollments 

of 14 or fewer students; more than 15 percent of the classes taught had 

nine or fewer students. Perhaps this is an ideal. Yet in some subjects 

if a class is that small, could it be taught less frequently, and would 

a small increase in the number of students jeopardize educational 

excellence? 

Clearly, in view of the public reluctance to vote bond issues for 

capital expansion, we must seek alternate ways of providing classroom 

space for the additional students who are entering our system of higher 

education. More careful scheduling of classes might be a way to do this. 

FACULTY SALARIES 

We are proud in C~lifornia to attract to our faculty the most sought 

after scholars. We believe in a fair wage and we feel that quality 

teachers are the best possible investment for the long-run benefit of our 

young people and our institutions. However, it is hard to reconcile the 

cry of economic starvation with the fact that of the top 66 salaries 

paid by state government (those above $42,000 a year) 57 go to personnel 

in our higher education system. 

In fact, the total cost of the dozen top positions in the University 

is more than the top dozen highest offices in state government. We are 

told that our University has fallen drastically in comparison to other 

universities in faculty pay level. Still, salaries in our system of 

higher education are in the upper five percent of all the Universities 

in the nation. And, unlike a number of other universities, we have not 

proposed any salary cuts. 

Considering those facts, we might question the charge of an under
paid faculty, particularly when it is remembered that these salaries are 
based on a nine-month academic year. In the remaining three months, the 

individual professor or instructor is free to earn additional income 
through extra summer session teaching, consultantships or even in the 

pursuit of the vocation for which his academic training equips him. 
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In our efforts to meet the state's responsibility to higher 

education, we have not simply picked arbitrary budget figures. The 

Director of Finance and his staff would like to be able to O.K. the 

purchase without asking the price. Obviously they can't, so they have 

tried to be helpful and cooperative in finding ways to make the education 

dollar go as far as possible. An audit of 36 major departments in the 

University indicates there are potential savings if the faculty teaching 

load will simply be brought up to the minimum standard the University 

itself prescribes. There might be an additional dividend. 
r 

A college poll of 100 institutions across the coun'5r reports that 

the three most frequently mentioned grievances by students all relateto 

teaching, or lack of contact with the faculty. My own conversations with 

students bears this out. 

Our young people want to associate with the professors whose names 

they read in the catalog. Their desire for greater personal contact 

with the faculty coincides with the need of higher education to 

re-emphasize teaching. 

Again let me point out that professors cannot unilaterally decide 

on shorter hours and higher pay---for a bigger slice of the pie---without 

reducing the slice for others---either the taxpayer thr:ough higher taxes 

or other government agencies with vital services to perform. If the 

latter, which function would they reduce---help for the mentally ill, the 

size of the highway patrol, our senior citizens? Or perhaps we should 

give up our efforts to ccntrol pollution of air and water? 

BQLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

Higher education not only in California but throughout the nation is 

undergoing a major period cf change and challenge, and at the moment it 

is to a certain extent failing to meet the real needs of the students 

themselves and society. 

In some disciplines, we have trained more Ph.Dos than we need or 

our economy can absorb. In some, students are enrolled in Ph.D. programs 

for an unconscionable length of time. There are serious questions whether 

the traditional path of secondary school to college to graduate degree, 

in a one-two-three pattern, is really best either for the individual or 

for society. Long-accepted practices must be reviewed and tested against 

reality. 
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Both our state University and our State Colleges must provide 

better information to students so these students can make more rational 

choices of an academic course and career. They need to find more 

effective ways to measure such factors as ability and interest in plannin< 

college programs for the tremendous numbers of young people who wish to 

pursue education beyond the high school level. 

More than half our students who enroll fail to finish their full 

four years of college. This is a tragic waste. It is reasonable to ask 

whether many of them were really ready for college at the time they 

enrolled, or perhaps, for some whether college was really the right choict 

We need open minds and fresh thinking: we need cooperative efforts 

between society and its institutions. 

We do not need threats that faculty members will flee to higher 

paying jobs---which do not, except in rare cases, exist. 

We need fewer fables, less emotion, and more of the reason that we 

have traditionally associated with higher education. 

I am proud to be able to say that in the last several years the 

nation, and indeed the world, has learned to expect innovation and 

excellence from California. Why not in this? Working together, in a 

spirit of cooperation, guided by a sincere desire to fulfill what the 

students, our citizens and our civilization expect from higher education, 

we can meet this challenge. 

Let me suggest four short-term goals. 

1. That we expect faculty members to fulfill the traditional and 

reasonable amount of teaching or student contact that higher education 

has established for itself: nine hours in the University, 12 hours in 

the State Colleges and 15 hours in the community colleges. And that the 

legislature spell this out, through legislative mandate as other states 

are doing. 

HEALTH SCIENCES 

2. That we seek alternatives to costly new physical facilities, 

particularly in such vital areas as health sciences, and seek other ways 

of meeting the need for additional physicians. As just one option, I am 

strongly supporting legislation that would allow us to explore with 

private universities in California---the University of Southern Californit 

Stanford, Loma Lindaand the University of Pacific---which are now 
considering their capacity to provide an increased number of the new 
physicians we need. These institutions have indicated that for 
approximately $12,000 per year per student, they can collectively increaef 
our production of new physicians by 178 a year. 
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Such a medical school scholarship program would cost about one 

fifth of the interest alone on the University's proposal for another 

$294 million construction bond, to say nothing of the $60 million in 

ongoing yearly operating costs that would follow this construction. 

~DEPENpE~T AUDITS 

3. In order to strengthen and preserve the University;s separate 

constitutional status, we must guard against dictating policy decisions 

through the political process. So I will offer to the Board of Regents 

a proposal for regular, independent audits to help the Regents in 

making policy decisions. 

STUDENT ~ILL OF RIGHT~ 

4. Finally, I propose that the Regents adopt a Student Bill of 

Rights that would include these points: 

--Regardless of their economic status, students have an opportunity 

to continue their education to the maximum of their ability and interest. 

--Students be given enough information about higher education to 

make them able to choose within reason their own specific goals. 

--Students have a right to continue their education without 

interruptions, without threats of violence, without disorder. And they 

have a right to be taught by a faculty which includes teaching as one 

of its highest priorities. 

--Finally, they have a right to hear and digest all sides of all 

major issues, to weigh alternatives which include the whole spectrum 

of America's values and political opinions from the middle out to and 

including the extremes. 

Let me quote from jus~ one letter I have received from a student in 

one of our state institutions. He told me he was in college through 

work on his part plus a great deal offamily sacrifice and he said: 

''I'm being cheated---all too often I must write essays from the New Left 

viewpoint in order to get good grades. Three papers were returned with 

progressively better grades in direct proportion to my discovery that 

only by submitting work with the New Left line "WOuld my grade improve. 

My last paper dealt with u.s. involvement in Vietnam and could have 

been written by a North Vietnamese minister's aide. It received the 

highest grade in the class." 
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I make no estimate of how widespread this is, but from the number 

of similar letters I have read and from the concern expressed to me by 

groups of faculty members I know his is not an isolated case. By the 

same token I know there are a great many in the academic community who 

want true academic freedom, freedom of speech but not freedom to 

propagandize a captive audience. The latter threatens free speech 

and the entire system of free education., 

In Californ:~a we found the inspiration, the intellectual genius and 

the sheer physical engineering capacity for man to reach out to the stars 

Surely we c£1n find the way to preserve and protect the system of 

higher education that made such a journey possible. Together we can 

reach across a qeneration gap---can respond to the concerns of our sons 

and daughters v1ho must carry forward man •s search for knowledge. 

Together we can reclaim for higher education its proper role as 

guardian, adv<>cate and inspiration for all the lasting values of our 

civilization. 

###### 

(NOTE: Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 
to, or changes in the above text. However, the governor will 
stand by the above quotes). 
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Did you ever get the feeling you were reliving an experience you 

had had once before? 

Once again you have provided your prestigious forum and made it 

possible for me to s.peak to you and through you to the people of 

California. It is my intention to try to, cut through some of the 

confusion surrounding the issues of welfare reform, tax reform and the 

budget which is due in just seven days. 

If you are confused it is easily understandable. 

You have been told the budget cannot be balanced without tax 

increases of anywhere from $250 million to $750 million; that our welfare 

reforms are unworkable and our projected savings from these reforms 

inaccurate and impossible to prove. And you have been promised relief 

from the onerous burden of property tax in two different tax :reform plan~. 

which actually do not guarantee such relief will be permanent or even 

long-lasting but which do vastly increase the total amount of taxes you 

will pay. 

In my remarks at the inaugural last January, and again a week later 

in the State-of-the-State message to the legislature, I told you that 

a balanced budget was possible without a tax increase. I tell you now 

we can have a balanced budget without a tax increase if we are willing to 

tighten our belts and forego things which in better times might be 

desirable in a budget but whi(,;;h are luxuries in tr.is time of ,~,eonomic 

stress. And if, 'in addition, we are willing to mee~ and deal with the 

long overdue need for welfare reform. 

In these next few days th.a choice between increased spending or 

government economy will bring California to an unprecedented crisis. 

The issue is not a difference of opinion as.to whether a deficit due to 

~·~tteclining revenues can be resolved with or without a tax increase. The 

issue is in t
1

ruth a confrontation between two philosophies of government.,... 
one holding that government exists to provide the people with services 
government thinks are essential to their welfare and that government has 
the right to take the people's resources for that purpose if the people 
lack the wisdom to provide those services for thernselves" and the other 
that government should do only those things the people cannot do for 
themselves and do those things as efficiently and economically as possibl' 
I subscribe to the latter view and think most Californians do also. 
Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes called it "keeping government poor a.M 
and remaining free." 

- l 
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A few weeks ago we learned and you were told that the continuing 

economic slump had reduced our expected revenues by anotr.er $200 million~ 

Faced with this new crisis Assemblyman Willie Brown, chairman of 
·"-" -"''-•·\ -~ 

the Ways and Means Committee, responded by adding;. $318,:·million to the 

budget we had proposed. 
'·~- - .1 

Our own response was that adop~i0n of 1 

'*withholding" in the collection of personal income tax w::>'.!ld produce 
. 

sufficient additionalrevenue to meet the crisis w~t~out increasing the 

tax rates. provided, of course, we did not add any new spending to the 

budget. 

In other words, cutting through all the rhetoric of charge and 

counter-charge, if the legislature will pass the $6,. 7 billion h·:.ldget we 

submitted, give us the welfare reform we asked for and adopt withholding, 

California can still have a balanced budget and the maintenance of 

essential state services without a tax increase. 

I think this is what the people of California want. I cannot 

believe there is widespread agreement with Senator Moscone's statement 

that "Californians are getting away with murder and should pay more 

taxes. 11 Reflecting that philosophy, the.budget proposed in the state 

t senate has an added billion dollars in'1, new spending {give or take a few 

million). On the ASsembly side, the increase is holding at roughly about 

one-quarter of that amount. 

You are entitled to know the reasoning behind my position. In the 

first place, Californians are already the second highest taxpaying 

citizens in the nation. Four years of economy have taken us from the 

largest budget in the nation to third behind New York State and even 
/roughly 

New York City. Still our cost for state government pro-rates out to 

$1, 350 per year for the average family of four. Add a like amount for 

local taxes and you have only figured one-third of the total tax burden. 

The rest is federal. 

I do not believe that government shoul'tt continue do~.ng business as 

usual by adding a tax increase to the burden our people c.re already 

carrying. 

Some of the new spending advocated by the majority leadership i~· to. 

provide additional money for a pay raise for state employees and more · 

money for schools and higher education. Adm'ittedly these are all 

desirable and are things we wish could be included in the budget, but 

not at the cost of increased taxes. 
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I have asked our employees to do without a cost of living salary 

. / 
increase in the coming year. I take no great joy in that because we 

have the finest employees to be found in government anywhere. They will 

receive the usual merit pay raise which affects about 40 percent of them. 

And we have managed to include in the budget a number of .:!.mportant 

changes they have long wanted---unemployment insurance, time and a half 

for overtime, differential pay for night work, improved retirement 

.benefits and an increased state contribution to their health program. 

May I point out there have been four straight years of cost of living 

increases for state employees totaling 21 percent which even with no 

increase in the coming year will still be a greater salary increase than 

in any other similar period. 

Contrary to what you are constantly told, state aid for public 

schools has gone up more in the last four years than in any other four-

year period in California history. From 1958 to 1967 teachers• salary 

increases averaged 4.5 percent a year. Since 1967 they have averaged 

7 percent. The annual state subvention to public schools is half a 

billion dollars greater than it was four years ago but there has been 

no increase in the quality of education. In fact the major complaint 

is that quality of education has continued to decline. If there is to 

be a further increase in state spending, the people have a right to ask 

for some assurance that it will produce an improvement in the quality 

of education. 

Our funding for higher education in the past four years has been 

greater than in any other similar periodp Since the previous 

administration, ,the budget for the University has increased 40 percent; 

the state colleges have matched a 69 percent enrollment rise with an 

88 percent budget increase. And state aid to community colleges has 

gone up 151 percent, 2~ times faster than enrollment. We have quadrupled 

our student aid programs. 

Again, let me say I believe the people have a right to ask that 

through this temporary period of economic dislocation when they must 

hold the line on their own spending that government do the same. Af~er 

all, if our tax revenues declined $200 million below expectations, the 

peopl:e 1 s earnings ~md ability tq buy must have gone down a great deal 

more than $200 million. 

The legislature has been in session 24 weeks. It has been 16 weeks 

since you were kind enough to let me set forth our welfare reform 

oronosals. 
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On that day sixteen weeks ago, we proposed a program that would 

change welfare's direction from a certain pathway to bankruptcy to a 

system that offers dignity and the ~respect of an even higher level of 

support to those who really need help. We proµosed a program that would 

have the state assume the full cost of supporting our ns~<ly senior 
I 

citizens, the blind, the disabled--
1

-and to provide this cu.pport not 

within the demeaning welfare system, but through a pension program 

similar to Social Security. 

We proposed a program that would give our over-taxed and impatient 

citizens the potential of a welfare system that would ultimately lessen 

its demands for tax revenue ••• a system that would ,reduce the n\1mber of 

people dependent upon public a~sistance by requiring those who are able-

bodied to seek work, to train for a job or to help meet through the 

dignity of work some of the public service needs of the generous society 

that supports them. 

That program has been before our lawmakers in Sacramento for almost 

four months. The governor of New York asked for our plan after we had 

submitted it to our own legislators.. He took part of it, added his o~, 

proposals to it, submitted it to his :,legislators and signed it into law 

on April 7. 

Here it has been dissected, debated,
1 

argued over and amended. We 

amended it ourselves when some counties expressed fears that their 

welfare costs would be increased. We did not agree that those fears were 

well-founded, but to give the counties an iron-clad guarantee that they 

would not have increased costs, we amended our proposal to make that 

assurance official. 

I repeat the pledge I made in your prese,nce on March 3--- "there 

will be no added costs to the counties and no additional burden to 

property taxpayers." Most county officials have reviewed our arnend~ents 

and know this to be true. 
' Our ,figures on potential savings if welfare reform is enacted hav 

been challenged and picked at on an almost daily basis. 

Those figures are the result of ,a year's study and research by a 

Task Force working with county welfare officials throughout the state# 

And they have been confirmed by a team of career professional 

st~ti$ticians in the Department of Social Welfare, utilizing exhaustive 

field research material and computer analysis. 

- 4 -
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I have full confidence ih our projections. In facit, we have been 

so careful we probably have underestimated the real savings that can 

actually be achieved. 

Tomorrow we will release the new welfare figures for May. These 
' 

figures will confirm a definite decline in the total number of people on 
the second month in a row 

welfare in California for/ ---even in the face of serious unemployment~ 

Some of this is caused by our regulation changes. Some, no doubt, 

by our constant repetition of the need for tighter eligibility and a 

work requirement. 

Encouraging as these figures are, they are at the same tiwe 

tantalizing in the extreme: 

For if we can cause a dent in the caseload simply by talking about 
the need for reform 

/and tightening the regulations, just think what we could do if the 

legislature would give us the legal authority to really reform welfare. 

It has been personally frustrating for me to hear over and over 

a·:3ain the false charge that I refuse to negotiate or accept any kind of 

compromise. From the first week of this session I have asked the 

majority leaders of both houses to join with us in a bipartisan approach 

to the major problems of welfare tax reform. The people sent a majority 

of Democrats to the legislature and a majority of Republicans to the 

executive branch. They must have intended a bipartisan solution to the 

state's problems. There are responsible Democ!'atic members of both 

chambers who have tried to join their Republic~n colleagues in such an 

endeavor. Unfortunately this is not the· position of the Majority Party 

Leadership. They have chosen 2 less productive course. 

We won agreement from the :~emocratic leadership that welfare reform 

would be resolved with the budget. After all, a h.1dget can hardly be 

adopted or revenue needs known if the subject of w;;!lfare, our biggest 

cost item, is +eft up in the air. 

With their agreement, I envisioned a series of meetings in which 

we would negotiate our differences. They would tell us what was 

unacceptable in our plan---of fer their own proposals and we would wind up 

··· ;tnowing at least how much of our welfare reform the legislature would 

approve~ 

When weeks went by with no such meetings taking place, I again called 

the legislative leadership of bo~h parties together. It was then we were 

told our welfare reform would die in committee • 

. - 5 -
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The committee chairman had built his own reform plan (without 

benefit of any negotiations). It was presented to us as a comprowise 

since he had borrowed several points from ours. 

It is not a compromise and it is not welfare reform. It ignores 

7 5 percent of the areas of abuse we are trying to corr,~=-;~·::.. In short, 

it offers only what we have now---the continuation of a ... Es~redited 

welfare system that is failing its humanitarian purpose, and the 

taxpayers who support it. 

Finally, this alternative we have been offered adds hundreds of 

millions of dollars to the projected cost of welfare under our proposal. 

To these who say our welf~re reform is dead, that it ha~; been kille 

by the action of one committes, rny answer is that the California 

legislative process is not that inflexible. The~ ,essential elements of 

true welfare reform can still be enacted through amendments---it doe';:' 

not matter whose name is listed as author. 

Put another way---it is not parliamentary blasphemy to suggest that 

what one committee has torn asunder, a majority of legislators can join 

together again. 

Ours is a reasonable program witp humanitarian goals and it can be 

enacted into law~ It does not take four months more to pass it. It can 

' be passed in four days if a sufficient number of legislators can be 

convinced that the people want this problem solved before it destroys us* 

The pattern I have just outlined was followad with regard to tax 

reform. 

Meeting with the speaker of the Assembly early in January, I said I 

would not reintroduce my tax reform plan and suggested that Democratic 

and Rspubl'ican leaders in the legislature meet with m.e in a bipartisan 

attempt to hammer out a mutually acceptable bill which could then be 

submitted to the legislature for passage. This suggestion was 
' 

enthusiastically received by the new speaker. The next word I had on the 

subject was a last minute statement that they would anno1 .... nce their own 

plan. It was introduced in the Assembly followed by charges that I had 

violated my campaign promise by not intro due ing tax reform of my owr1. 

A bi-partisan effort did go forward in the Senate and only after 

it became clear these negotiations were stalled did we then offer our own 

tax reforms to the legislature. We were willing to make adjustments and 

certainly willing to agree to any authorship the majority party proposed. 

The main goal was to provide tax relief for the hoMeowner. 
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The only area in which we could not compromise was that tax reform 

must not be used as a device to increase the overall tax burden. 

If the taxpayer ends up paying more, in my book, that is not tax 

reform. That is a tax increase. And that is what some of the majority 

leadership seems determined to enact. 

The figures they claim for tax relief sound intriguing. But they 

do not tell you what is hidden in the fine print. 

One of the plans they offer which they call a 11compromise" actually 

would mean a phased income tax increase of $965 million---

60 percent more money than the state now collects from income taxes. 

Under this plan, it would be possible for a citizen over 60 who 

owned a $60,000 home to pay no property taxes at all while the married 

homeowner in the $10,000 to $15,000 a year income bracket actually would 

wind up with an overall tax increase. 

Another of the so-called tax reforms carries with it a large tax 

increase and also utilizes the one-time windfall that ac~rues in the 

first year of withholding. This is a built-in tax time bomb. 

Ongoing programs are financed for one year by this one-i~.ime windfall 

and then comes the discovery that the program has a second and third 

a~d fourth and fifth year and so on into the future and revenue must be 

found for each of those succeeding years. 

As I said earlier neither of these bills has any provision to 

guarantee that the reduction to the homeowner will not be wiped out by 

new property tax increases. It took only 18 months for that $750 

exemption the state provided l.::-:. 1968 to be completely wiped out and now 

you are paying higher proparty ·;:.axes than you wei::s before th>~ exerrption. 

Our propp'sal offers a sliding scale of homeo·v'lro~r relief ranging 

from a 100 percent cut on the lowest price homes to 20 percent on those 

above·$47,000. And we includG spending controls to ensu.::-e you keep 

those reductions •. In the $25,000 price range tax bills would be cut 

34 percent. 

There would be further savings because: 

We "«ould reimburse the counties for 60 percent of most of their 

welfare costs over and above a basic 25 cents of the county"'s tax rate .. 

--We would shift to the state the cost of financing the veterans 

property tax exemption, and have the state assume a substantial part of 
' I 

i 

the costs of our courts---~ burden that has been growing in recent years. 

- 7 -
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To financt( this tax reform, there would be, among other changes: 

--an increase in the state sales tax---not to exceed one cent. 

--an increase in bank and corp.oration taxes this year and next year. 

--an increase in the higher income tax brackets. 

--a reduction of the oil depletion allowance to ir.::~:'.":.ase the state •s 

revenue from the oil industry---in conformity with the l.:,wer depletion 

allowance adopted by the federal government, and a minimum income tax. 

Incidentally, this is the second consecutive year that I have 

proposed a minimum income tax. 

I have spoken of "withholding" as a way of replacing our lost 

revenues and also of the one time windfall so let me make sure there is 

no misunderstanding about theae items. 

Withholding catches each year an estimated $20 million not now being 

collected, the so-called cheaters. In addition, it picks up some $75 

million a year as incomes go up and. new jobs are added and another $75 

million is money that represents over-payments by the taxpayers---money 

which the state can use until it is returned to the taxpayer. By that 

time, another $75 million has been overpaid so the state's revenues are -

actually increased about $170 million i,through withholding~ 

Eighteen months ago, when I reluctantly gave up my opposition to 

~ithholding I did so because our cash flow.problem made it necessary. 

I informed the legislature that our cash needs by October of this year 

would force us to sell tax anticipation notes or tax warrants unless we 

had withholding in time to give us an even cash flow throughout the year. 

Withholding was part of the tax reform we presented last year which failed 

by one vote ·in the Senate, even though it had the votes of 78 percent of· 
' the legislature. My prediction that we would .have a cash shortage this 

October has been verified---in fact, moved up by.our economic crisis. 

Our cash flow problem will catch up with us in August and possibly July. 

There is no reason why withholding should not have been pc:.ssed early 

enough in this session to have gone into effect July 1 a;,-~:] there would 

then be no :need for tax anticipation notes or tax warrants. There is 

still time to pass it a,nd have it implemented by January 1 so at least. 

there will never again be a need for that kind of borrowing • 
. Withholding also produces a one tir.ie windfall, the result of the 

overlap of collecting next year's tax by withholding between January 1 
and April 15 and collecting this year's tax on April 15. I had hoped that 
this $500 million windfall could have been given back to the people much 

as we gave the 10 percent rebate a year ago~ 

- 8 ... 
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Now, however, with the economic crisis delaying so much necessary 

construction and the need for local schools to meet earthquake 

construction standards, l am proposing that: half the money go back 

to the taxpayers and the other half be used for one time needs such as 

school construction, community colleges and higher education buildings 

and park and recreational developments. 

But why hasn't withholding been adopted? I was about the last 

holdout and I gave in a year and a half ago. There is a bill before the 

legislature and withholding is part of the two Democratic tax reform 

proposals. Well, the Democraticleadership has let me understand that 

t.hey are holding it in order to buy some concessions from me. If it 

~as not so costly, that should be quite a laugh. 

They are going to buy something from me, the one who had to be 

pushed screaming and kicking into accepting what the Democrats have 

wanted for the last ten years? 

They play games while the people of California unde=go the added 

expense of tax anticipation notes or tax warrants---no wonder people 

don't like the taste of politics. 

Still I say again---there are ~any fine men on bot~ sides of the 

aisle who want to achieve realistic reforms and a bipartisan solution to 

California's problems. Others ~nfortunately subscribe to a belief that 

they can ignore the voice of the people in a n:::m-c:lection year and the 

people will forget before election year rolls ;3round. 

I do not accept this cynical view. I believe our system can and 

will be responsive to the voice of the people if the people demand to be 

heard. 

In the few days juat ah0ad, it is reasonable ~o assume that I will 

be presented with a!budget out of balance by reason of additional 

spending proposals. There will be an additional $200 m~.~.lion deficit 

because of the reduction in revenues and because withholding will not 

have been adopted to cover that deficit. And there will be no welfare 

reform legislation so more millions of dollars will be added to the 

imbalance. 

- 9 -
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Then, with the need to have a budget as the Constitution requires 

adding urgency to the situation, those who are philosophically bent on 

increasing the size and cost of government will offer to negotiate. 

Their goal will be to strike a bargain in which I agree to a goodly 

portion of their increased spending proposals in return £~r some 
I 

concessions on welfare reform and 
1

possibly withholding; ..-1.:ld that I )· 

them in proposing tax increases to cover the additional new spending. 

They believe in tax increases, but they don't like being out there all 

by themselves when the time comes to be held responsible. 

(I suppose we have been on our way to this confrontation for four 

and one-half years). The price they are asking of me in their 

irresponsible partisanship is o~e that would have to be paid by the 

·people of California. It is a price I will not ask the people to p,<;1y ... 

A workable, practical budget can be balanced without a tax increase by 

the adoption of withholding and a meaningful welfare reform. 

It is my position that we can and must learn to live within our 

present income.. I hope I have your support .. 

###### 

(NOTE~ Since Governor Reagan speaks from notes, there may be additions 
to, or changes in the above text. However, the governor wil~ 
stand by the above quotes). 
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